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Section 1 – Green Infrastructure and Ecosystem Services 

What is Green Infrastructure?  
 ‘Green’ or ‘Natural’ Infrastructure refers to the network of green and blue spaces, both urban and rural, 
which serve multiple functions such as supporting biodiversity and connectivity of natural networks, 
providing essential natural resources, human engagement through quiet enjoyment of nature, cultural 
activities, outdoor play and learning, outdoor sports and recreation, pollination and soil health for 
agricultural outputs. Green infrastructure is often closely associated with heritage assets (for example 
Scheduled Ancient Monument remains within green space, and heritage assets can include canals, parks 
and gardens, and village greens).  
 
Figure 1 outlines a suite of green infrastructure types with some of the associated benefits. A high-quality 
green infrastructure network supports a healthy environment and is essential for supporting a good 
standard of human health and wellbeing. This has been recognised at global, national and local level. 
Strong commitments, policy and practical action is needed to ensure retention, restoration of, and delivery 
of a high-quality green infrastructure network within Teignbridge and linking into surrounding networks.    

Figure 1: General types of green infrastructure and examples of those general types of green infrastructure 

General type of 
green infrastructure  

Examples  

Natural & Semi-
Natural Greenspace 

Woodland and scrub, grassland/meadow, traditional parklands, hedgerows, wetlands, 
open and running water, bare ground/rock-face (of particular importance are ancient 
woodland, hedgerows and trees) 

Parks & Gardens Urban parks, Country & Regional Parks, formal gardens 

Amenity Greenspace Informal recreation spaces, housing green spaces, village greens, urban commons, 
accessible green roofs, other incidental space 

Green corridors Rivers & canals including their banks, verges of road and rail corridors, public rights of way, 
urban green roofs & green walls 

Play features Play on the way, toddlers play-space, children’s play space, young person’s play space, to 
include interactivity with the natural environment 

Other Allotments, orchards, domestic gardens, community gardens, city farms, cemeteries, 
churchyards 

 

Ecosystem Services can be defined as “the benefits people derive from ecosystems”. Ecosystem services 
deliver natural functions that support vital human needs, and essentially sustain life on Earth. These 
include natural filtration for clean water and clean air, fuel for energy demands, soil formation and soil 
quality for production of food, plant pollination (including crop and medicinal plants), flood and erosion 
protection, recreation opportunities (quiet enjoyment and exercise for stress relief and general wellbeing), 
and economic benefits (tourism, products etc). These ecosystem service systems and benefits are 
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 below. If a healthy, productive and connected natural environment is not 
supported then ecosystem services become compromised, impacting upon quality of life for local 
communities, causing local species declines and extinctions, and contributing to wider national and global 
impacts (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005). Living in the UK, we are certainly not immune to this.  
 
Despite the potential for monetary values being calculated and assigned to ecosystem services, it’s 
important to remember that this cannot be truly representative, as there is priceless inherent value in 
retaining the health of natural resources. Natural resources become depleted if continually exploited. 
There is a risk that growing demand on natural resources, and growing pressures on natural systems, will 
cause unpredictable outcomes, potentially catastrophic for human life. One commonly recognised 
threshold is 1.5 degrees of global warming, which is likely to be exceeded as emissions continue to grow. 
Everyday lifestyle choices, such as travel, diet, consumerism, and leading in example, all have an impact.  

Key message: all local stakeholders and individuals can recognise and reduce their local, and 
collectively wider, impact on natural systems, to actively support transition to a green economy, to 
sustain stable human life and to protect many thousands of species. The Devon Carbon Plan (link in 
Section 2) and Teignbridge Carbon Plan can help support understanding, collaboration and action.  
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Figure 2: ecosystem services diagram with examples of a well-functioning green infrastructure network (Welsh 
Government 2019) 

 
Figure 3: Ecosystem Services benefits for people (2B Landscape Consultancy Ltd no date) 
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Section 2 - Introduction to the Teignbridge District Council 
Green Infrastructure Strategy 

 
The Teignbridge District Council Green Infrastructure Strategy consists of three parts:  

1. Green Infrastructure Strategy main document. The Strategy sets out the main strategic goals to achieve and 
retain a high-quality green infrastructure network. This is designed to be clear and concise. It is split into two 
themes, and also links to strategic mapping (most notably Connecting to Nature, Nature Recovery Network, 
and the Heart of Teignbridge Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan): 
1a. Healthy Environment, Healthy Lives - protection and enhancement of green and blue spaces, to support 
high-quality biodiversity connectivity, and provide many linked benefits for wildlife, protect vital needs of 
local communities, recreation, food production, support local economies, and so much more.  
1b. Active and Connected - matters relating to sustainable movement, with a core focus on cycling, for 
establishment of a high-quality, connected active network to achieve wellbeing benefits, air and noise 
pollution reduction and support local economies.   

 
2. The Green Infrastructure ‘priority actions’ list. This is appended to the main document and summarises the 

most important specific projects that have been identified and which should form the focus for delivery to 
meet the district wide strategic green infrastructure needs. This will be reviewed at least every 5-years along 
with the Local Plan update and Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) update, to review progress, ensure projects 
remain valid and applicable, and to reflect any new priority projects.  

 
3. The Green Infrastructure ‘evidence and background’ - web documents list. This is appended to the main 

document and provides a listing of the body of relevant advice, research and guidance, showing how 
national legislation, policies and research feed into, support and reinforce local priorities along with the local 
projects, data, and research.  

 
Key strategic goals and priority actions must support a sustainable, green economy, which relies on a fair balance of 
three core pillars: social, environmental and economic. It is important to recognise that the environment can 
function independently if society and the economy is not present, but most social and economic activities rely 
directly on a healthy and well-functioning environment. This highlights the importance of recognising what inherent 
value ecosystem services provide, and how this can support the reasonable needs of communities.  
 
There is necessarily a strong emphasis on relevant green infrastructure projects that can deliver multiple benefits of 
positive outcomes via high-quality green infrastructure delivery and maintenance. There is a conscious focus on 
making this strategy as useful as possible in terms of practical action, delivery and achieving core goals of protecting 
ecosystem networks. Embedding and linking these strategic needs with the Teignbridge Local Plan update, and 
ongoing efforts to engage stakeholders, to deliver on actions will be vitally important factors.  
 
There are a number of County wide strategies and guidance that interrelate closely including the following ones (also 
see the web documents list):  
Devon Biodiversity Net Gain guidance; Devon Carbon Plan; Devon Green Infrastructure Strategy; Devon Landscape 
Character Assessment; Devon Multi-use Trails Strategy; Devon Nature Recovery Network; Devon Sustainable Urban 
Drainage Guidance  
 
Consultation  
The Teignbridge District Council Green Infrastructure Strategy has been produced with discussion and consideration 
of a wide range of stakeholders priorities, strategies, and plans including those listed below:  
Action on Climate in Teignbridge; Dartmoor National Park Authority; Devon County Council; Devon Wildlife Trust 
(Devon Wildlife Consultants); Exeter & East-Devon Growth Point Team; Environment Agency; Land Restoration Trust; 
National Trust; Natural England; RSPB; South Hams District Council; Sustrans; Teignbridge Cycle Forum stakeholders; 
Teignbridge Town & Parish Councils; Westcountry Rivers Trust; Woodland Trust  
 

Key message: Collaboration & practical action to meet strategic needs is essential. The natural environment can 
function independently without society and the economy, but society and economy rely upon the natural world 
to function in a healthy way.  
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Section 3 - Area covered by the TDC Green Infrastructure Strategy 
Figure 4 below shows the area covered by the Teignbridge Green Infrastructure Strategy in solid green line. This is 
the Teignbridge District Council planning authority area, but the Exeter Area Growth Point overlaps with two 
sections and there are separate policies and guidance (however, quality principles in this Strategy should apply 
where there are not equivalent quality standards in place). Dartmoor National Park is not within the Teignbridge 
District Council planning boundary and is managed by the Dartmoor National Park Authority (see DNP Open Space & 
Recreation Strategy in web documents list). Many GI benefits reach beyond the Teignbridge boundary, notably 
watercourses & movement routes that naturally feed into a wider network, so this is not an absolute cut-off.  
 

 
Figure 4 – core focus area of the Teignbridge District Council Green Infrastructure Strategy in solid red boundary (but 
in relation to natural systems and movement routes this cannot form a strict hard boundary)  
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Section 4 - Building with Nature – High-quality Principles & Accreditation 
There are many guidance documents, frameworks and best-practice guides designed to support high-quality natural 
infrastructure. Following a suitable accreditation scheme is the most likely way to clearly, and efficiently ensure high-
quality provision is met during early stages and through to delivery. A modern accreditation scheme that stands out 
as having clear potential is Building with Nature (see web documents list). This is akin to BREEAM (which is for the 
built environment) but is specifically for the natural environment. It sets out a suite of simple standards across core 
areas of Green Infrastructure. These have been produced by an expert stakeholder approach led by the University of 
the West of England and Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust.  
 
Developers following an accredited scheme, would receive direct guidance and input from a trained Building with 
Nature advisor on how to effectively meet scheme objectives. The advisor would also coordinate with the local 
planning authority (case officer and relevant experts) to support relevant local requirements in the Local Plan and 
Design Code to be met effectively and efficiently. This should help to facilitate clarity for developers (as well as for 
planners) on the means of achieving high-quality delivery, right from the outset. This can facilitate a more 
streamlined process, by reducing uncertainty and addressing potential barriers, if there is strong collaboration. It is 
anticipated that applicants/developers will actively seek a valid accreditation status to support their green 
infrastructure delivery and to unlock the relevant benefits of this approach. This can be discussed further at pre-
application stage.   
 
The need to protect the environment and ensure healthy local communities has never been more prominent. 
Requirements such as biodiversity net gain, carbon reduction/neutrality and critical drainage areas all form 
important factors that local authorities and developers will need to address, to ensure effective outputs. Following 
an accreditation may appear undesirable to a profit-driven business but the likelihood of increased confidence and 
efficiency is likely to be worthwhile. This will also enable increased confidence for prospective customers, of the level 
of quality of local natural environment that they can expect (feedback via new homes surveys has evidenced this as a 
notable consideration). Provision of high-quality green infrastructure attracts greater demand and value, as it 
ensures greater community and environmental outcomes.   
 

The Building with Nature Standards draw together national policy and best-practice guidance related to health 
and wellbeing, sustainable water management, ecology and biodiversity. This is designed to assist with 
development of new and existing places and communities across the length and breadth of the UK. The Building 
with Nature framework is reviewed and updated by a Standards Board, comprising leading experts in green 
infrastructure. There are 23 Standards in total: five Core Standards, six Wellbeing Standards, six Water 
Standards, and six Wildlife Standards. Please see these provided below.  
 
CORE Standards 
Standard 1 Optimises Multifunctionality and Connectivity 
Standard 2 Positively Responds to Climate Emergency 
Standard 3 Maximises Environmental Net Gains 
Standard 4 Champions a Context Driven Approach 
Standard 5 Creates Distinctive Places 
Standard 6 Secures Effective Place-keeping 
WELLBEING Standards 
Standard 7 Brings Nature Closer to People 
Standard 8 Supports Equitable and Inclusive Places 
WATER Standards 
Standard 9 Delivers Climate Resilient Water Management  
Standard 10 Brings Water Closer to People 
WILDLIFE Standards  
Standard 11 Delivers Wildlife Enhancement 

Key message: Attaining quality accreditation can ensure the level of standards that are expected for the natural 
environment are met effectively and efficiently, supporting both applicant and the Local Planning Authority. 
This is equivalent to BREEAM for the built environment. It would strongly evidence the applicant’s green 
credentials, reduce or eliminate negative feedback received on poor green infrastructure via the New Homes 
Survey, and notably facilitate the Biodiversity Emergency and Climate Emergency to be tackled effectively.  
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Section 5 - Importance of Facilitating High-Quality Blue Spaces 

Green space is typically more familiar to many people stakeholders than blue space. However, blue space 
forms an extremely important part of natural systems. The Teignbridge district benefits from the presence 
of a range of notable blue spaces, which support wildlife and offer many benefits including leisure and 
tourism. Notable blue space features include the coastline along the eastern borders of the district, 
stretching along Teignmouth to Dawlish, and Dawlish Warren. The Exe Estuary is of international 
importance because of its water bird populations and also the notable flora at Dawlish Warren. There is a 
South-East Devon Habitat Mitigation Strategy and its delivery is overseen by the Habitats Regulations 
Executive Committee. See Figure 6a for a visual of the wider catchment area of the River Exe.   
 
The Teign Estuary catchment is very important locally, including tributaries – the River Lemon, River Bovey 
and Aller Brook. Figure 6b (below) was produced by the Westcountry Rivers Trust and offers a very useful 
illustration of the River Teign catchment and tributaries. The core population hub of Teignbridge, in 
Newton Abbot and Kingsteignton, is heavily influenced by the Teign Estuary catchment and is designated 
the highest risk flood category (flood zone 3). The Newton Abbot & Kingsteignton Garden Community 
explores the flood considerations as well as notable benefits of blue spaces.  
 
Means of limiting risk of serious flood events include high-quality Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) in 
urban (but also wherever possible in rural) localities, and natural upstream efforts to slow the flow of 
flood-water: tree planting in river catchments, re-naturalising beds & banks, enabling meanders, natural 
storage & dams via beaver activity etc, alongside any necessary hard-infrastructure (ie – Holbeam Dam). 
 
The key issues that impact our blue spaces are as follows: 

- Frequent wildlife disturbance via recreation 
- roads causing run-off pollution, particularly particles from car tyres & exhaust 
- increased risk of incidences of pollution due to population increase (adding pollutants directly into 

drainage, blockages from wet wipes and solid fats) 
- poor design and quality of sustainable drainage systems (SuDS) 
- engineered watercourses with no/few natural features 
- antiquated design of combined waste and storm water piping systems leading to regular overflow 

of grey water and sewage, via combined sewer overflows (CSOs), directly into natural watercourses 
during heavy rainfall 

- agricultural nutrient & chemical run-off 
- local species declines and extinctions 
- climate change (more extreme weather - intense rainfall, flooding & erosion, but also droughts) 
- spread of highly competitive invasive species 
- sustainability of fisheries methods 

 
The Water Framework Directive is designed to support the good quality of all water bodies. However, 
pollution and degradation remains a notable issue in Teignbridge and across the south-west (see figure 5). 
This causes significant damage to ecosystems and poses a risk to those in local communities, tourists and 
pets who swim or paddle in local blue spaces (rivers and the sea). Government has formed a Storm 
Overflow Discharge Reduction Plan (Sept. 2022) setting key targets. The investment needed to upgrade 
combined sewage overflow systems will be vast, and a targeted and phased approach will be necessary. 
Government, water companies, developers, local authorities, environmental organisations and local 
communities will all play important roles, and this will likely need to be tackled via a partnership approach.  
 
The Teignbridge Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) includes needs for strategic drainage improvements in 
relation to Local Plan development proposals, which are identified with ongoing discussion with relevant 
stakeholders. The emerging Devon Local Nature Recovery Strategy may offer some collaboration 
opportunities to develop schemes that complement the strategic needs (see Devon Nature Recovery 
Strategy link on web documents list).  
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Many protected nature sites are, or include, blue spaces: the internationally important Exe Estuary and 
Dawlish Warren (covered legally by Habitats Regulations), and nationally important Sites of Special 
Scientific Significance (SSSI) that include Little and Great Haldon Heaths, Wolborough Fen, (and within the 
Bovey Basin) Stover Park, Bovey Heathfield and Chudleigh Knighton Heath. Many SSSIs in Teignbridge are 
managed by conservation organisations (including Devon Wildlife Trust) or by County or District Council. A 
range of blue spaces are heritage assets, or contain heritage assets, such as mill leats, canal basins, and 
lakes, ponds and water meadows in designated landscapes. There is potential for increased conservation, 
appreciation and enjoyment of these features.  
 
The Bovey Basin provides an important economic source of ball-clay and holds significant potential for 
reinforcement as a wildlife stronghold via restoration, reconnecting areas post-mining (and potentially 
interim measures to retain/provide connectivity). There is also likely potential for local communities to 
engage with nature and natural places, where this can safely be achieved. The Bovey Basin Strategy is led 
by Devon County Council, in consultation with minerals operators and local stakeholders (see web 
documents list). Minerals applications are submitted to and processed by Devon County Council, and they 
have their own policies and requirements that guide this.  
 
The environmental condition of all SSSIs is monitored regularly by Natural England (see web documents 
list). There are clear improvement needs, as recognised by the 25-Year Plan (see web documents list). The 
objective is to return to/maintain all in a favourable condition. A local example project is the reedbed silt 
reduction and road run-off pollution filtration project at Stover Park SSSI, with Heritage Lottery Fund 
support. This may be followed by other collaborative projects to protect/enhance SSSIs. Tackling existing 
impacts is clearly key (preferably treating the causes not the resultant damage), while expanding and 
retaining buffer areas around SSSIs will be important to avoid increased impacts. 
 
High-quality SuDS proposals will need to be designed into planning applications at a very early stage and 
include a strong suite of measures such as natural filtration (ie - reedbed planting and natural pond storage 
etc), and broad buffer zones for SSSIs, watercourses, waterbodies and sensitive wetland habitats. Even 
small householder applications for extensions, conservatories and paving for new driveways can all have 
an individual impact and more notable collective impact on natural storm-water drainage, run-off and 
natural systems. See the SuDS section below for further detail. 
 

 
Figure 5 – discharge figures of water companies in 2020 (Environment Agency & Natural Resources Wales, 2021) 
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        Figure 6a – catchment of River Exe with the Exe Estuary at the southern end (Sec 3 Rivers, no date) 

 
Figure 6b - Catchment of the River Teign (Source: Westcountry Rivers Trust)  
 

Key message: targeted partnership work and action will be needed to address flood risk, pollution risk 
and drought risk, by improving the quality, protection and appreciation of local wetlands, rivers and 
the coastline.  No rivers in England currently meet all of the Water Framework standards and only one 
is designated as a bathing water quality river. Alongside this, there is potential for uplift of tourism 
through high-quality blue water systems, and uplift of heritage asset quality and interpretation, 
including learning about and appreciating historical water management systems.   
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Section 6 - Open Space - Quantity of Provision 
Green Infrastructure as a key feature shaping new developments 

 
There is a responsibility for local authorities to ensure appropriate provision of open space in terms of 
quantity, location, quality and accessibility. The National Planning Policy Framework (see paragraph 98) 
sets out that open space requirements should be informed by up-to-date information, based on deficiency 
and surplus of quantity and quality of existing green infrastructure provision in the locality.  
 
Teignbridge District Council commissioned an open space assessment in 2017, which included desk-based 
review, field visits and GIS mapping. This provided a suite of information on the quantity, quality and 
location of key types of green infrastructure provision (allotments, amenity green space, children’s & 
young person’s play provision, natural green space and parks & gardens of minimum 0.2ha) across each 
main urban settlement area. The Green space data and requirements should be reviewed at least every 
five years, alongside the Teignbridge Local Plan, to support assessment of appropriate provision. In 
addition, the Natural England Green Infrastructure Framework mapping informs on larger site needs.  
 
Developers/applicants following an accreditation approach for green infrastructure, are likely to enable 
more clarity and confidence on the level of standard that is to be achieved in-line with, and to effectively 
meet, local and national requirements and priorities. This includes effective early design to recognise and 
respect the local landscape and to retain and enhance the existing green and blue features as the 
foundation of the design process, to ensure uplift for biodiversity. This is a priority, nationally and locally, 
to reduce biodiversity and climate emergency pressures. Teignbridge District Council declared a climate 
emergency in 2019.  
 
To achieve high-quality green Infrastructure delivery, developers/applicants also need to consider this as 
the heart of the design process and at the earliest stage in working up their application, so it forms part of 
early viability considerations and pre-application design. Heritage assets (above ground features/ 
landscapes and below ground archaeology) can also support early designs, such as using features including 
historic tracks, orchards, historic field systems, and interpret learning from below ground features.  
 
There is a conception that high-quality upfront design means significant increased cost, but if considered 
and incorporated well at an early stage then there is likely to be a more streamlined overall process. This 
should effectively support biodiversity net gain objectives. Early consideration of green infrastructure as 
the core of design is also likely to facilitate enhanced appeal of new homes and neighbourhoods, 
reputational aspects (green economy), and retention of important ecosystem services, and can support 
long-term wellbeing (which means leaving a positive legacy).   
 
Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS) features will only count towards open space quantity provision if they 
are designed in a high-quality, sensitive and sustainable way (naturalistic, native planting, visually 
attractive and (where appropriate/safe) interactive e.g. appealing seating for viewing & meandering paths. 
Large and/or deep water bodies that don’t have any visual appeal or wildlife benefits, will not be counted 
towards quantity of open space provision. Some elements of children’s or young person’s play, that are 
designed to integrate effectively, via high-quality design, within other types of open space, can be of 
notable benefit alongside more formal play provision (e.g. – play-on-the-way consisting of natural 
materials within amenity open space, or a nature-themed interactive learning trail within semi-natural 
green space).  
 
On-site provision is expected as in Table 1 below. The proposed quantum and locations of provision, across 
an application area, will need to be clearly shown on a plan with associated figures, at an early stage. This 
will need to be a coordinated plan across whole allocation areas, and is expected to accord with Table 2 
below. For large developments, there will be a strong rationale for new or enhanced access to a large 
green space site. See Connecting to Nature section below. Financial contributions in lieu of provision would 
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generally be unacceptable for larger developments. Any contribution proposed will need to be evidenced 
to show why GI cannot be provided on-site and would need to come with a secured and suitable off-site 
means of delivery, ahead of approval. If there is not any notable local deficiency then the off-site location 
would likely reflect where there is notable deprivation in the slightly wider vicinity, or where there is a 
collective strategic need.  
 
Appropriate timings of delivery of open space alongside major new development is essential, and should 
generally come as early as possible, to ensure new residents are not without open space as they move into 
new homes and can interact with their natural surroundings from the outset.  
 
 

Table 1 – development scale & provision of green space on-site or via contribution for off-site 
(Teignbridge District Council) 

Type of Provision Region of 10 - 
50 Dwellings 

Region of 50 - 
125 Dwellings 

Region of 125 – 
200 Dwellings 

Region of 200+ 
Dwellings 

Allotments 
 

Yes, possibly via 
contribution 

Yes, possibly via 
contribution  

Yes, possibly via 
contribution  

Yes 

Informal amenity 
green space 

 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Natural & semi-natural green space 
 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Toddler’s play space 
 

Yes (5 – 50 
dwellings) 

Yes Yes Yes 

Child’s play space 
 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Young person’s 
play space 

 

Yes, probably via 
contribution 

Yes, possibly via 
contribution  

Yes, possibly via 
contribution  

Yes, possibly via 
contribution  

Multi-sports playing courts, 
BMX/pump tracks, & kick about areas 

 

Yes, probably via 
contribution  

Yes, possibly via 
contribution  

Yes, possibly via 
contribution  

Yes 

Playing Pitches 
 

Yes, probably via 
contribution  

Yes, possibly via 
contribution  

Yes, possibly via 
contribution  

Yes, possibly via 
contribution  

Active Travel Provision  
 

Dependent on 
needs of location  

Yes, plus possible 
contribution 

Yes, plus likely 
contribution 

Yes, plus likely 
contribution 
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Table 2 – minimum quantities for types of new green space provision in new developments 
(Teignbridge District Council) 

Type of Green Space 
(must be of high-quality, and where 

feasible multi-functional) 

Guidance Information  Quantity (per 
dwelling) 

Allotments & community growing 
provision 

Allotment Society guidance.  
One full-sized plot (250 square meters) 
per 25 dwellings (plus 10% additional 
provision for access paths and communal 
facilities). Offsite will typically be via 
suitable expansion of existing facilities.   
 

10 square meters 
(plus 1 square 
meter for access 
paths and 
communal 
facilities) 

Formal and informal green space 
provision including amenity green 
space, natural/semi-natural green 
space, parks & gardens, play areas 
(toddlers, children’s, young person’s), 
playing pitches and street sports.   
SUDS will not be counted as part of 
formal and informal green space 
provision unless they are designed in 
a way that provides high visual 
amenity and appreciation, and high 
wildlife value.  
 

Fields in Trust standards (England) 
Amenity green space will need to be 
functional and not simply leftover ‘dead 
space’.  
Natural/semi-natural green space is likely 
to be of value to wildlife and public access 
routes will need careful design 
consideration to limit conflict. Use of 
visual amenity only for areas of higher 
sensitivity.  
Young person’s space will need careful 
design to encourage stewardship and 
pride.  

120 square 
meters   

Large, semi-natural green spaces. The 
Natural England Framework mapping 
based on ANGST (accessible natural 
green space for towns) provides a 
useful steer on this. Requirements are 
expressed as hectares within a certain 
distance of a population centre 
(except for Local Nature Reserves).  

Two hectares semi-natural green space 
within 300m or five minutes’ walk.  
One hectare of Local Nature Reserve (per 
1000 population) 
20 hectares within 2km  
100 hectares within 5km 
500 hectares within 10km 
 
New/ enhanced provision is more likely to 
be needed for larger developments and 
those with notable GI deprivation needs, 
as well as within the Newton Abbot & 
Kingsteignton Garden Community area 
(see Connecting to Nature Strategy in web 
docs list).  

To be considered 
via allocation / 
pre-application, 
and early 
application 
process  
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 Figure 7 – Development with high-quality GI design, supporting social & environmental needs (Eco Housing @Adept)  
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Section 7 - Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG) 
 
Biodiversity losses have been acute in recent decades, with at least a third of species in England in serious decline 
(State of Nature, 2019). This is following continued agricultural intensification and continuous human population 
rise. The advisory approach of ‘no net loss of biodiversity’ has not been effective, nationally or locally, in halting the 
decline in habitat and species losses. In urban and sub-urban locations, the value of natural features such as healthy 
trees is significant for wildlife as well as for local populations via flood and air pollution mitigation, shade and cooling 
provision, and visual amenity.  
 
Accordingly, central government made the decision to introduce mandatory biodiversity net gain as a requirement 
for all new development. The Environment Bill 2020, via Biodiversity Net Gain, seeks uplifts in quantity and quality of 
habitats (not species directly). Some habitats are irreplaceable, such as ancient woodland, ancient hedgerows, and 
some wetland habitats, and direct impacts or destruction of these is generally not permitted via the metric. The core 
principles of Biodiversity Net Gain are outlined in Figure 8 below: avoid, minimise, mitigate, offset with uplift. This is 
in addition to the avoidance of impact, mitigation and compensation of protected and priority species, which will be 
required to be evidenced separately to biodiversity net gain. The Devon biodiversity net gain guidance is a useful 
local resource (see link in Section 2 above).   
 
The national requirement for biodiversity net gain is for a minimum of 10% uplift, to be calculated via the latest 
national metric. This will differ for certain development applications, 15% uplift will likely be more suitable for 
moderate sized sites, and 20% uplift for larger sites, whilst this should enable effective GI delivery in an 
uncomplicated way. Applicants/developers that remove biodiversity value from a prospective development site prior 
to carrying out the metric, will have the site assessed at its value prior to removal of biodiversity value, and where 
priority or protected species have been impacted there may be legal recourse required.  
 
There is a clear incentive for high-quality design within new development, to support retention of ecological 
connectivity, the quality of function of biodiversity networks, and limitation of soil impacts. For major developments, 
on-site delivery is likely to be the approach unless the Local Authority identifies a strategic case for off-site provision 
for a specific site or suite of sites, where there may be a better outcome for nature via off-site provision. The 
proposed method for meeting the BNG requirements will be discussed at pre-application stage, and information will 
be prepared and submitted for validation. This will be checked by the Local Authority to assess its appropriateness. If 
on-site provision is proposed, then it will need to be clearly shown how proposed uplift can been achieved on-site in 
a way that is in addition to the good-quality level of green space, and any species mitigation, that would have been 
provided anyway via development.  
  

Table 3 – anticipated local Biodiversity Net Gain outcomes, Teignbridge 

Development scale Biodiversity Net Gain % (10% minimum) 

Up to 9 homes Small householder metric (latest national version) 

10 to in the region of 125 homes 10% uplift to be evidenced as a minimum  

In the region of 125 - 250 homes 10% uplift to be evidenced as a minimum.  
However, 15% goal is strongly encouraged to ensure high-quality delivery, 
and would be particularly suitable within the Newton Abbot & Kingsteignton 
Garden Community designation and where it can improve local GI deprivation 
without conflict with core biodiversity objections.    

In the region of 250+ homes 10% uplift to be evidenced as a minimum.  
However, 20% goal is strongly encouraged to ensure high-quality delivery, 
and would be particularly suitable within the Newton Abbot & Kingsteignton 
Garden Community designation and where it can improve local GI deprivation 
without conflict with core biodiversity objectives.   

 
Developers will be expected to secure sufficient and suitable on-site land area with potential for ensuring high-
quality outputs via BNG, or if that is evidenced not to be the most suitable and beneficial approach for biodiversity, 
then to work with an approved off-site BNG provider to secure high-quality off-site provision. This will be discussed 
and confirmed with the Local Planning Authority (LPA), during pre-application/application processes, and any 
approach will need full approval of the LPA. Offsite provision, as well as on-site provision, will need to evidence the 
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wider environmental impacts via the development application, for instance tree planting in suitable locations where 
there is not damage to historic landscapes or below ground archaeology (see ‘the right tree in the right place’ 
guidance in the web documents list).  
 
Smaller development applicants may be more likely to consider off-site provision but will need to review and clearly 
present all feasible options to the LPA. Off-site providers would be strongly encouraged to secure suitable provision 
in locally identified strategic locations and should be appropriate for the needs of any considered development 
application site. True in-perpetuity maintenance may be feasible with local not-for-profit organisations, if these 
accord with their priorities and are of suitable scale. Local strategic sites are expected to be identified via the 
emerging Nature Recovery Network (which is advancing and expanding on the prior Strategic Nature Area work). 
There has also been some early site review and mapping done via Connecting to Nature, see section 13 below and 
link in web documents list.  
 
Strategic Nature Areas (SNAs) contain notable concentrations of protected nature sites (SSSIs, County Wildlife Sites 
etc). SNAs were mapped in 2009 by Devon Biodiversity Records Centre to highlight priority areas that could support 
the resilience of ecological networks and may warrant focus for enhanced size of high-quality habitat, connectivity, 
buffering habitat, and stepping-stones, and for maintaining this in the long-term.  
 
SNAs are often rural or coastal in locality. In Teignbridge, SNAs are concentrated by the eastern margins of Dartmoor 
National Park, the Haldon Hills complex, Great Haldon Heaths, Little Haldon Heaths, western margins of the Exe 
Estuary, the Teign Estuary, Bovey Basin and grassland and woods along the Teign Valley, and Whitestone/ Newton 
Woods complex (Newton St. Cyres area). There is public access permitted to a series of reserves within these SNAs. 
Linkages between biodiversity hubs via natural corridors and stepping-stones of valuable habitats are also of notable 
importance. These include riverine corridors, ancient woodlands and hedgerows, important verges, wildflower-rich 
meadows, and greater horseshoe bat sustenance zones and flyways.   

 
In relation to biodiversity compensation (measures for no net loss of protected and/or relevant notable species), 
Teignbridge District Council has an established partnership with RSPB, as a provider of high-quality cirl bunting hubs 
via the species compensation approach of required developer contributions to mitigate loss of cirl bunting breeding 
territories due to new development. This remains a leading example nationally, and has been one of the strong 
factors in currently halting the decrease in cirl bunting population. This approach will be continued, where any 
further losses are evidenced to be unavoidable. The RSPB has the expertise to identify, secure and deliver feasible 
hub locations for this purpose.  

 
Figure 8 – visual representation of principles of Biodiversity Net gain and Biodiversity Compensation (Sutton Nature 
Conservation Volunteers).  
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Section 8 - The Importance of Healthy Soils 
Healthy soils are essential for the healthy function of many natural systems and provision of many ecosystem 
services that support human life. The pressures on soils are immense and much of the resource has already been lost 
or significantly degraded via modern-intensive agriculture practices, development and pollution. A typical large 
development causes significant loss of soil, compaction and other damage to soil, loss of millions of earthworms, 
many other invertebrates and small mammals, and loss of natural bacteria in soils.  
 
Some of the key benefits that healthy soils provide, and which are degraded or lost via development, are listed 
below:  

• Nutrients and suitable conditions for crop growth, for human consumption and livestock feed. 

• Carbon storage (the national soil resource stores more carbon than all the trees in the UK). 

• Natural drainage for reduction of storm-water run-off and reduction of flood events/severity. 

• Natural filtration of pollutants as water flows through healthy soils providing ‘cleansing’ effects. 

• Habitat for many invertebrates, including pollinators and earthworms (who enhance soil structure).  
 
It’s important to note that some soils are naturally poor in nutrients but support healthy functioning ecosystems and 
are very valuable for nature, such as calcareous grasslands and dry heathland. These habitats are not suitable for 
agricultural productivity or similar purposes but offer their own vital suite of ecosystem services. It’s also important 
to note that some agricultural land of relatively low biodiversity value may be providing significant drainage and 
other ecosystem services that can be lost via development. Minor developments, such as non-permeable driveways, 
house extensions and conservatories can have a notable collective impact. A soils protection plan may be required 
for developments, prior to any determination (see SuDS section 9f below).  
 
The ecosystem services losses are not holistically taken into account via the Biodiversity Net Gain calculation and 
these losses are often not holistically addressed via sustainable drainage system (SuDS) provision either. Hence, 
achieving ecological uplift may be prevented (which influences biodiversity uplift potential). Soil protection and, 
where appropriate, mitigation will be particularly important, for the smallest to the largest development. Large-scale 
development, where a higher percentage delivery of Biodiversity Net Gain is encouraged (as in Section 7 above) and 
which provide high-quality SuDS development and maintenance (as in Section 9f below), can offer important factors 
of resilience for new developments and existing communities.  
 
The Heart of Teignbridge, where most residents live, is heavily influence by flood zone 3: the most likely zone to 
experience serious flood events. Flood events are more likely to spill over more regularly into urban settlements if 
the healthy soil resource and drainage capacity continues to be lost and degraded. Figure 9 below shows a natural 
flood plain and active travel route that is situated close to existing and new homes.  
 

 
Figure 9 – flooding in the Bovey Basin, Kingsteignton (Devon Live)  
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Figure 10 – summary of key benefits of earthworms within soils intended for productivity (Lawn Care.net)  
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Section 9a - High-quality Delivery of Green Infrastructure  
The importance of the provision of well-designed and high-quality green infrastructure in new developments is 
clearly important because it helps to retain and enable multiple ecosystem and local community benefits. There is a 
key question for delivery: ‘how to define what high-quality green infrastructure is?’. We must specify and provide 
clear guidance on this, otherwise it is difficult to facilitate the high-quality outcomes that we expect. The National 
Design Code and Teignbridge Design Code both help to support this. 
 
The most streamlined way to ensure high-quality delivery is most likely to be by following a full national 
accreditation. For some developments this may not be feasible. If the accreditation route is not followed, the green 
infrastructure delivery quality checklist in this document should be used. This does not negate any national and local 
best-practice guidance and requirements that are not explicitly included but offers a simplified approach for 
recognising some of the key elements that can often support high-quality delivery.     
 
There are six sub-sections included within the checklist:  

• Allotments 

• Amenity & heritage 

• Children and young person’s play-space 

• Cycling & walking 

• Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) 

• Wildlife & biodiversity  
 
There are ten core delivery elements listed under each sub-section. The delivery elements have been selected, in 
consultation with stakeholders and taking account of associated guidance, to enable notable gains socially and 
environmentally, which should be feasible to achieve without signficant increase in cost, providing it is designed into 
the process effectively and at an early stage, with good communication amongst stakeholders.   
 
Across different localities the needs of green infrastructure may vary somewhat, depending on local deprivation, 
landscape and heritage influences, and suchlike, but ensuring the right level of quality for delivery and maintenance 
remains a constant.  Health and wellbeing form an important factor that can be influenced by green infrastructure 
provision. The Public Health England document ‘spatial planning for health’ provides useful guidance, including 
recommending the production of Health Impact Assessments for larger developments (see web documents list).  
 
The Green Infrastructure Quality Checklist will be of specific relevance if the applicant/developer does not formally 
follow and attain a full national accreditation such as Building with Nature (which can offer notable additional 
benefits to stakeholders and important green credentials). The core objective is to facilitate high-quality green 
infrastructure delivery throughout the entire development process, as well as securing high-quality maintenance 
arrangements. The quality checklist is expected to feature in the ways set out below:  

• To inform the needs of green infrastructure as part of the Local Plan process, so supporting policies and 
allocations to support high-quality delivery and maintenance.  

 

• For information during the pre-application process, in shaping the early design and principles of 
development. The layout of development will be expected to be designed around existing natural features 
and landscape and enhance and strengthen these vitally important factors.  

 

• As part of the validation process for planning applications, which will need to evidence how high-quality 
green infrastructure delivery and maintenance will be met, including clear information on how biodiversity 
and species impacts have been avoided, and where relevant the detail of any species compensation and 
biodiversity net gain proposals.  

 

• For outline (and full) planning applications there will need to be sufficient evidence of the ability and 
commitment to deliver high-quality green infrastructure prior to the determination of the application, 
including designs with high-quality principles embedded and evidence of the feasibility to deliver the 
required outputs. The green infrastructure provision will be expected to be delivered as early as possible in 
the development process and will need to be fully detailed and agreed prior to commencement.   
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• The checklist will help case officers to ensure that final designs and proposals for green infrastructure 
delivery fully incorporate high-quality design throughout, prior to the approval of development proposals.  

 

• Planning applications for large development, in the region of 49+ homes and other non-residential relevant 
developments of 0.5+ hectares, are strongly encouraged to follow and attain a national accreditation 
scheme such as Building with Nature. This will support both development applicants and planning officers to 
collectively achieve high-quality green infrastructure delivery and maintenance via new developments. This 
threshold has been assessed as realistic via discussion with Building with Nature representatives.  

 

• Following an accreditation will facilitate a clearer and more streamlined approach, which will benefit new 
and existing residents and the natural world, achieve a positive legacy, enhance green business credentials 
and publicity to prospective customers, and add to quality and desirability of a new or expanded 
neighbourhood, supporting a strong marketable offer.  

 

 
Figure 11 – green infrastructure designed into new neighbourhoods (Growing Green, 2017)  
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Section 9b - High-Quality Delivery – Allotments & Community Growing 
Well designed, appropriately located and accessible allotments provide important benefits for new and existing 
communities. The mental health wellbeing benefits of gardening and growing fresh produce are well documented, 
offering significant social gains and reduced demand on the NHS. Other benefits include social contact, which may be 
particularly important for retired plot-holders or to reduce stress or anxiety, and to enable access to a healthy, 
organic & low-cost food source. The design of new allotments must consider local need (optimize delivery where 
there is notable deprivation and food poverty), sustainable travel links and access for all. Suitable soil nutrient 
content and structural quality is essential, as is absence of contamination. Very close access for all plots to a 
continual fresh water source is clearly also essential. The use of high-quality, durable and sustainable materials will 
be expected as standard, and detail on approach to secure high-quality ongoing management will be needed at 
planning application validation stage.  
 
Green Infrastructure high-quality checklist elements (allotments & community growing):  

1.Ensure high-quality delivery long-term maintenance and monitoring is secured, with an organization that 

evidences strong community engagement and environmental outcomes. Share the intended maintenance and 
monitoring approach at an early stage in the planning process, such as pre-planning enquiry stage. For clarity, details 
will be required at planning application validation stage. In most cases, maintenance will likely be secured with the 
local Parish/Town Council or relevant local allotment society.  
2. Located outside of flood zone 2 and 3, with south or south-western facing gradient most acceptable, and not on 

steeply sloping ground (maximum 1:12 gradient).  

3.Fertile soil with good structure (not heavily compacted) and free from contamination.  

4. Design to be accessible for all, fresh water provision within 25m from the centre of each plot, and at least one 

plot in every 10 plots hosting raised beds with wheelchair access.  

5.Appropriate level of parking (four car spaces and four bicycle spaces for 20 full plots), and good pedestrian links. 

6.Provide small sustainable, wooden tool storage sheds for each plot, with two water-butts (sustainable material) 

connected to each tool shed roof via guttering, to facilitate simple rainwater capture (could function as a minor part 
of sustainable urban drainage system). 

7.Community hub, simple building with natural materials for allotment holders & their visitors for making 

refreshments, events, socializing, seed swapping, and sheltering from extreme weather.  

8. Uplift green setting of site by installing dense species-rich native hedging on margins, set back so that it will not 

impede on the function of bordering plots (any fencing should take into account hedgehog movement).  

9. Include low growing fruit trees to be allowed to grow as standard trees interspersed within the hedging on the 

margins of the allotment site, where shading is not an issue, so that plot holders can harvest the fruits in autumn, as 
an additional source of communal interest on-site.   

10.Provide sizable planters, made of natural/locally sensitive materials, within urban locations (at least five per 50 

new dwellings), where not causing a movement hazard, to allow for public use by school groups, community groups, 
Transition Towns etc, to encourage visible community growing schemes such as Incredible Edible: organic growing, 
learning and harvesting experiences (see Figure 12 below, and web documents list for further information). These 
could initially be planted with Mediterranean herbs are robust, low maintenance and provide pollinator hubs.  

        
Figure 12 – Wellbeing benefits of gardening and growing fresh produce        Figure 13 – shed with rainwater butt in Escourt Park  
(Gardener’s World, 2019)                                                                                         (Flikr 2009) 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwi6oMfrgNPkAhWMx4UKHc1dDIEQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://www.flickr.com/photos/quisnovus/3531306070/&psig=AOvVaw0ePybceAJkrHzPnCOq7pSD&ust=1568643029681253
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Section 9c - High-Quality Delivery – Amenity & Heritage 
In order to achieve high-quality delivery, an understanding and appropriate integration of historic features and uses 
of the land, as well as the current landscape form and features, is needed. It will be beneficial to instruct a landscape 
architect at a very early stage, who will need to work with an appropriately qualified and experienced heritage 
advisor. The use of high-quality, durable and sustainable materials appropriate to the significance of any heritage 
assets affected and their settings will be essential. Access for all should be achieved wherever feasible, as per the 
Equality Act. Evidence for high-quality ongoing maintenance for open space will be necessary at an early stage, via 
the planning application validation process, including details for the ongoing management provider’s approach.  
 
Green Infrastructure high-quality checklist elements (amenity & heritage):  

1.Ensure high-quality long-term maintenance is secured, with an organization that evidences strong community 

engagement and environmental outcomes. Share the intended maintenance and monitoring approach at an early 
stage in the process, such as pre-application enquiry stage. For clarity, details will be required at planning application 
validation stage.  
2. Provide a welcoming environment where school groups can learn in the outdoors, including learning from a 

young age the sense of natural stewardship. Take into account differences in culture and the ways that a diverse 
community can be encouraged to enjoy their local green infrastructure.  

3.Recognise and reflect the local landscape character and its historic character. Protect, enhance and promote 

existing natural heritage assets such as prominent views, tree-topped knolls and ridges as ‘wilder’ landscape features 
with a sense of space, respecting historic trackways, and reconnecting historic field boundaries (for example 
hedgerows and hedge-banks) as natural connectivity features.  

4.Respect the site history by incorporating learning and interpretation of heritage assets, reflecting the above and 

below ground features of past land uses within the open space design and management proposals. Wherever 
feasible, select natural and/or locally appropriate materials for sympathetic design such as boundary features (cob 
wall boundaries for example), interpretation and play elements. 

5.Avoid negative impact upon important viewpoints into and from the site, which can best be achieved by early 

landscape analysis work and a good understanding of the landscape character, constraints and opportunities of the 
development site location. Also ensure that as many new homes as possible have an appealing outlook over their 
local green spaces so that they are encouraged to engage with them.  
6. Ensure priority is on high-quality walkable (and cyclable) neighbourhoods that support attractive, safe and usable  

green movement corridors between homes and amenities, low road speeds, safe and community focused design 
with locally inspired place-making features guiding movement. Provide circular walks and green veins.  
7.Plant street trees (high-quality tree pit design is essential to reduce risk of tree death, and to support visual appeal 

for pedestrians and shade provision on key routes through new development streets. Street trees are shown to link 
with a greater feeling of quality neighbourhood and increased wellbeing. Avoid use of small, short-lived trees and 
instead opt for trees that have a likely urban life-span of at least 20-years to support carbon-storage benefits.   

8. Provide a series of dedicated community ‘mini-hubs’ with planting and seating as peaceful sensory gardens or 

other accessible, wildlife-friendly spaces, where communities can meet, chat, relax and enjoy time outdoors. 
Community groups may input into the original design and shape the ongoing evolution of these spaces over-time to 
ensure connection and a sense of local stewardship of these valuable features.    

9.Install locally distinctive, interactive features such as use of cob/stone walls, thatch, or wooden carvings in prime 

amenity settings and active travel routes/heritage trail settings – for example see Figure 15 below for a heritage 
example. These features can promote sustainability via use of natural materials, provide a “sense of place” and may 
inspire use in self-build projects.  

10. Tree trails and community orchards to compliment suitable routes. Also use of wooden-based adult ‘play’ 

equipment can reignite connection with the outdoors and relieve stress.   
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Figure 14 – incredible edible (Sustainable Frome, no date)   
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Figure 15 – a simpler, open structure may reduce anti-social risk (Flourish 2011)  
 

Local cob wall photo to be added.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjOmu2AlNPkAhV7D2MBHQU6BiMQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://clareflourish.wordpress.com/2011/12/14/an-iron-age-hut/&psig=AOvVaw2GvEhHhItLI0-v_vt3krPR&ust=1568648178820420
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Section 9d - High-Quality Delivery – Children & Young Person’s Play-Space 

This does not replace national and local standard requirements but sets out elements that can aid high-quality 
delivery. Children’s and young person’s play space must be located away from notable hazards such as busy roads, 
and there should be no accessible deep water in or directly beside children’s play space. Some equipment is to be 
appropriate for all users (as per the Equality Act). An appropriate buffer from housing or employment may be 
needed, to avoid noise pollution, but the locations should not be secluded and should benefit from natural 
surveillance. High-quality, durable and sustainable materials are to be used, and any botanical planting sourced from 
reliable providers. Consideration of flood risk, tree root zones and gradients as a core part of design, and factoring 
this in early, is essential to ensure it is effective.  
 
Green Infrastructure high-quality checklist elements (children & young person’s play-space):  

1. Ensure high-quality long-term maintenance is secured, with an organization that evidences strong community 

engagement and environmental outcomes. Share the intended maintenance and monitoring approach at an early 
stage in the planning process, such as pre-application enquiry stage. For clarity, and to ensure safety and effective 
ongoing provision, details will be required at planning application validation stage.  
2.Use sympathetic design with robust, natural/locally sensitive materials that blends with the natural environment, 

such as durable, sustainable wooden play equipment, chunky woodchip/sand/permeable ground covering instead of 
hard-surfacing wherever possible, and natural boundaries such as weaved-wood or low shrub planting can be used 
around toddlers and child’s play spaces. Take account of tree root zones and avoid unwanted interaction.  

3.Incorporate “play on the way” on logical desire routes, including safe routes to and from schools, community 

buildings, shops, libraries, and other key destinations. 

4.Integrate play within a natural environment, using features such as rocks for climbing (ensuring safety aspects are 

met), and sensory flowering plants. Provide opportunities for older children to climb, jump, explore and learn in a 
safe environment. Plant low growing trees to give shade for children and their parents/care givers in hotter weather 
(ensuring necessary visibility into the space is not obstructed by them).   

5.Link into the cycling and walking network via safe and attractive routes. Understanding the desire lines for walking 

and cycling will be necessary at an early stage to inform the layout of development and ensure that it genuinely 
promotes sustainable travel (a key factor of sustainable development).  

6.Incorporate heritage, community and environmental learning/interpretation features into play provision.   

7.Incorporate natural features and natural themes, to include opportunities for children and young persons to 

engage with nature by being inventive and creative (sometimes very simple features can inspire youngsters the 
most). Measures such as fun interactive nature trails ‘the Gruffalo’ can be successful in inspiring imagination and 
may incorporate wooden character carvings, rubbings, and bug hotels.  

8.Provision of some young person’s features incorporated seamlessly within other open space, such as a skate ramp 

or climbing bars within parkland. This means the young people do not need to be segregated prominently from 
other users but, with considerate design, can feel comfortable within a more multi-user type green space.  

9.Seating areas for informal chatting and socialising, such as circles of wooden toadstool seats or a crescent wooden 

bench with safe, contained BBQ area within open grassy parkland or semi-natural green space areas, giving groups a 
sense of welcome. Also see Section 9c amenity & heritage for importance of adult ‘play’ features in green spaces.  

10.Provide cycle parking with children & young person’s play space, so that bicycles are less likely to be left 

haphazard on the ground within open space.  

    
Fig16 – natural materials for ‘play on the way’               Figure 17 – using natural materials & planting for       Figure 18 – Gruffalo Trail                                                                                                                                                            
& these could also be used by adults (Fitrail 2011)        appealing design (Playdale Playgrounds, no date)      (Queen of Suburbs, no date) 
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Section 9e - High-Quality Delivery – Cycling & Walking Networks 
Following principles of Gear Change and the design guidance in LTN1/20 (see web documents list) is an exciting and 
important means of ensuring well-supported and quality active, sustainable travel is integral within designs for new 
development. Strong government direction has sometimes been lacking and yet this now clarifies this as key for 
sustainable development. Delivery of well-connected, attractive and legible cycling and walking routes for new major 
developments, linking to all key destinations within the vicinity is essential for sustainable choices. Urban and rural 
settings will have differing needs and approaches, and national rural delivery guidance is currently awaited.  
 
Key destinations logically include local shops, schools and colleges, employment hubs, local recreation hubs and links 
into the existing strategic network. Central government has set out the need for Local Cycling and Walking 
Infrastructure Plans to be produced to understand how effective delivery can be achieved and to inform & facilitate 
investment into this infrastructure. The Heart of Teignbridge Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Plan has been 
produced (2020/21) to support and inform delivery of strategic needs for this area. Rural locations may require more 
flexibility for considerations of local input on what is needed to support active and sustainable transport.  
 
High-quality cycle and walking delivery can only be achieved via an early review of existing routes and likely desire 
lines in relation to the proposed development layout, in order to prioritise active & sustainable travel and achieve 
sustainable development. Heritage assets (such as historic trackways, green lanes, historic field boundaries, disused 
railway lines etc) may offer suitable walking, and in some cases cycle routes, but may function as more rustic routes 
if not suitable for hard-surfacing due to ecology, landscape and heritage interactions. Hierarchy/ different functions 
of routes will be an important consideration Logical design of routes and, recognising the likely mix and density of 
utility trip use and leisure use on-bicycle and on-foot, will reduce user conflict risk. Clear cycle route maps and 
separately marked walking routes will be necessary at planning application validation stage, illustrating existing 
routes in the vicinity and showing new links, and design principles, to ensure a coherent network (not restricted to 
within the development envelope). Ensure provision of active routes and any associated green margins/planting, 
support and do not conflict with public transport (bus) movement, stops and access.  
 
Green Infrastructure high-quality checklist elements (cycling & walking – rural sites will require more nuanced 
application and flexibility to meet their key local transport needs):  

1. Utilise latest guidance from Manual for Streets, Gear Change and LTN1/20 (or latest replacement guidance) to 

support delivery. Ensure high-quality long-term maintenance is secured, with an organization that evidences strong 
community engagement and environmental outcomes. Share the intended maintenance and monitoring approach at 
an early stage in the process, such as pre-application enquiry stage. For clarity, details will be required at planning 
application validation stage. In most cases, any routes that are likely to have a notable, strategic level of value for 
existing residents will be handed to the County Council (subject to their approval) so that they do not become 
‘private’ features that may prevent cohesive network links. This will require delivery to HMPE standard and suitable 
connectivity to other Highway Maintainable at Public Expense (HMPE) provision.  
2.Where any new roads are over 20mph speed limit, do not have specific traffic calming design features, and are 

expected to have greater than moderate levels of vehicular usage there will be a need for specific cycle provision 
(cycle lanes or off-road cycle paths): 

• Cycle lanes should be provided as 1.5 metre minimum width within each side of the carriageway or; both on 
one side of the carriageway where appropriate (Super-highway style), delineated by a raised curb / and or 
grass margin and the path surface may be coloured or contain relevant, coloured markings.  

• Cycle paths to be provided as 3m minimum off-road routes, wider if margins are constrained (preferably not 
shared use with pedestrians as this can lead to conflict unless pedestrian use is fairly low), and designed to 
avoid barriers within the path such as numerous side-junctions / private driveways, lamp-posts, BT boxes 
etc. No off-road cycle routes provision should be provided with notable obstructions or with anticipated 
pedestrian density that is likely to cause conflict.   

3.No provision of shared-use pedestrian & cycle paths where density of pedestrians is expected above a low – 

moderate density, unless the usable width is at least 3.5m.   

4.Ensure effective connectivity to amenities and into the existing cycling and walking network, using Green 

Infrastructure corridors and features where appropriate (and where not detrimental to wildlife). For the Heart of 
Teignbridge please refer to the Local Walking and Cycling Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP).  
5. Ensure sufficient dropped-curbs, raised crossings, and other provisions to support pedestrians, particularly those 

that are less mobile, and ensure that junctions and roads are not unnecessarily wide. Provision of raised side-road 
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crossings for off-road cycle routes & pedestrian routes to support ease of crossing. Pedestrian & cycle priority 
crossings will typically be favoured above push-button and wait style crossings.  
6.Ensure direct flow of travel for utility trips on cycles, avoiding barriers, conflict or necessity to dismount. Ensure 

appealing walking routes, and where possible suitable cycle routes, which recognise, reflect and enhance the 
landscape character and heritage significance of the locality. Routes should not be hard-surfaced if this will degrade 
the ecology and landscape character and heritage.   

7.Ensure good legibility on walking and on cycling route, to promote a feeling of safety and sense of confidence by 

all users. Provide interpretation along routes that host information of local ecology and heritage interest. Include 
benches on routes to ensure suitable and appealing resting points.   

8.Provide suitable crossing points for pedestrians, and where appropriate for cycles, at locations with a notable 

density of use and where traffic speed and/or density is above moderate levels.  
9.Ensure appropriate quantity of new cycle parking, that is in secure, logical and convenient locations.   

10. Provide permeability through green space where conflict between users is unlikely and the risk of disturbance 

to wildlife or habitats is low.  

 
Figure 19 – high-quality off-road route (Sustrans 2015)  
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Section 9f - High-Quality Delivery – Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) 

This sub-section of the Green Infrastructure checklist is based on high-quality design and delivery of Sustainable 
Drainage Systems (SuDS).  Whenever hard-surfacing that is non-permeable is installed there will be losses of the 
ecosystem services offering natural drainage and filtration, and additional run-off will be generated that can increase 
flooding to the built environment and pollution impacts on wetlands. In addition, pressure on waste-water systems 
may increase. The primary goal of SuDS is to mimic greenfield conditions and hence reduce run-off and pollution by 
storing, filtrating and re-using rainwater on-site within new developments. However, opportunities are being missed 
to achieve multiple benefits via high-quality SuDS design. This is of particular importance locally, where there are 
Critical Drainage Areas. Some key principles and wider information is covered in the Devon SuDS Guidance and also 
on Susdrain’s website (see web documents list).   
 
There are a range of important social and environmental benefits that can, and should, be captured as part of high-
quality SuDS design. These should follow the hierarchy detailed in the Devon County Council SuDS guidance to 
achieve the four pillars of water quantity, water quality, biodiversity and amenity. In addition, the Office of National 
Statistics found that new properties that are close to high-quality blue space tend to be valued higher in terms of 
market value than those that do not have this benefit. The use of high-quality naturalistic habitats and ensuring 
botanical species are reliably sourced and free of serious disease or pests is important. The choice and design of 
SuDS measures needs to reflect the drainage capacity of the soils and the topology and geology of the specific site. 
The safety of SuDS features in recreation areas is essential. Securing high-quality ongoing management will be vital. 
The intended approach will need to be set-out at an early stage of the development process to ensure adequate 
space is provided.  
 

      
Figure 20 – attractive retention pond with common reed planting                                Figure 21 – stormwater planters (ASoLA 2019) 
(Planning resource, 2014)     

                                                                                                

Green Infrastructure high-quality checklist elements (SuDS):  

1. Ensure high-quality long-term maintenance is secured, with an 

organisation (as per the latest Flood and Water Management Act) that 
evidences strong community engagement and environmental outcomes.  
Share the intended maintenance and monitoring approach at an early stage 
in the process, such as pre-application enquiry stage. For clarity, details will 
be required at planning application validation stage.  
2. Use of well-located above ground SuDS ponds, within public open space, 

that support circular walking routes, retain some water permanently and can 
swell as needed, with at least some gently sloping slides for wildlife. Include 
native planting such as common reed Phragmites austrialis for natural 
filtration, hornwort Ceratophyllum demersum for aeration, and species 
including ragged robin Lychnis flos-cuculi, purple loosestrife Lythrum 
salicaria, and water forget-me-not Myosotis aquaticus on margins to add 
visual appeal and support wildlife. Provide seating for rest and reflection, 
and visual engagement with nature, and design for child safety without hard 
barriers, but preferably natural materials to prevent access as suitable.  

3. Rainwater capture systems for all new buildings: grey water recycling and 

water butts.   

Figure 22 - Rain garden with attractive 

planting (Sustrain 2019) 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjylPH34NLkAhUox4UKHeAMAe8QjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/263038434458976149/&psig=AOvVaw1X9CAXRwkvspZ0JmqZOpnZ&ust=1568634443287200
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4. Protect the natural integrity of soils (avoiding compaction and other damage, and limiting natural drainage loss) 

when carrying out development and if bringing soils onto site ensure there is suitable drainage potential. A soils 
protection plan may be necessary for approval prior to the determination of a planning application.  

5. Where drainage capacity is good, permeable paving on residential driveways, new car parks, quiet cul-de-sack 

streets, and other suitable locations, is expected to be the default.  

6. Swales, with native planting such as common reed Phragmites australis, safely designed and fitting attractively 

within the landscape, with some seating opportunities for those on quiet recreational walks, for rest and reflection. 
Design and locate with the intent to slow and filter run-off, particularly from highways (pollution management).    

7. Green roofs and living walls on public/community buildings, garage roofs, offices, commercial and industrial 

buildings, and where appropriate new homes such as taller apartment buildings.  

8. Storm-water planters where appropriate, and suitable street trees in urban scenes, but not impacting quality of 

pedestrian or cycle movement.  

9. Incorporate attractively planted and well-located bio-retention features (these are specific features to process 

pollutants in storm water run-off) and ensure good filtration to reduce risk of ground water pollution (in highly 
permeable ground water areas, and areas close to protected wetland nature sites greater information will be 
required).   

10. Incorporate detention basins, which are occasionally inundated features designed with attractive planting and 

which serve a dual-purpose as an effective recreational space when not inundated.  

 Figure 20 – green vein via new development (Land Trust, 2016) 

Figure 19 – detention basin feature with attractive planting and dual-purpose, occasional  
inundation with run-off but otherwise open to recreation (Susdrain 2019)  
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Section 9g - High-Quality Delivery – Wildlife & Biodiversity 
Suitable design for wildlife will necessitate early consideration of wildlife connectivity and the retention of natural 
features such as mature trees, hedgerows, ridges, and watercourses that form important local ecological networks 
and may also offer quiet recreation opportunities. Planting of any new material would be from reliable sources, and 
free of plant disease and pests. High-quality ongoing management and understanding of the needs of wildlife species 
alongside recognising likely pressures from recreation and lighting will be essential. Clear management plan detail 
and ongoing management approach will be required at an early stage, as part of the planning application validation 
process. Opting to follow and attain an accreditation such as Building with Nature will likely be of notable benefit in 
order to efficiently achieve logical, effective and beneficial design and delivery. This may support a smoother process 
for all, including facilitating delivery of Garden Community standards and biodiversity net gain (BNG), though of 
course not affecting the need to fully and effectively meet BNG.    
 
Green Infrastructure quality checklist elements (wildlife & biodiversity):  

1. Ensure high-quality long-term maintenance is secured, with an organisation that evidences strong community 

engagement and environmental outcomes. Share the intended maintenance and monitoring approach at an early 
stage in the process, such as pre-application enquiry stage. For clarity, details will be required at planning application 
validation stage.  
2. Design the development around existing natural (and heritage) features from the very early stages of design to 

ensure this supports, rather than degrades, natural systems and habitat/wildlife connectivity. Utilise existing key 
features as a priority, such as existing mature trees, ridges and wetlands, to support and enhance these.  

3. Create well-designed mini-hubs in logical locations within new residential provision. A good example of this is the 

Chudleigh twin oaks, where residents can engage with wildlife and sit within a sheltered canopy setting, for quiet 
enjoyment and stress relief. Even very small provisions that are well designed and located, such as mini sensory 
gardens with benches within easy access for local people can have notable benefits.  
4.Incorporate high-quality design for recreational routes and paths, avoiding areas that require either no or limited 

disturbance in the interests of wildlife, particularly within natural and semi-natural green space. Design paths that 
ensure users remain on the margins and away from any sensitive wildlife areas to avoid direct disturbance but where 
there are appropriate visual amenity benefits. Thoughtful locating of native planting and wetland features as 
barriers, and potentially some (wildlife-friendly) fencing of very sensitive locations in wildlife hubs, may be needed to 
avoid trampling, eutrophication and noise disturbance.   

5. Promote wildlife friendly gardens to prospective and new homeowners. Include wildlife garden features such as 

bug-hotels, bee-friendly planting, rain gardens (where appropriate), suitability sized fruit trees, and bird feeders 
made of natural materials, flowering lawn mix, and hedgehog holes within gardens of new properties, as standard. 
Then promote via show-home and new homes brochures, to attain the full benefits. Hedgehogs simply requires 
holes of 13cm by 13cm in any solid fencing or mesh fencing (hedgehog conservation appeals massively to the vast 
majority of people). Ensure clear and attractive marking of the hedgehog holes to avoid them getting covered over, 
perhaps the silhouette of a hedgehog.  

6.Design all lighting to avoid spill into natural/semi-natural green space and known wildlife corridors, in particular 

bat foraging areas. Details of lighting and lighting plans will need to be provided and will need approval of the local 
planning authority.   
7.Use of native herb-rich flowering lawn mix in all locations that would generally be sown with a vigorous amenity 

grass mix, such as public parks, amenity grassland spaces and private lawns. This allows for low-growing, floristically 
diverse and visually attractive habitat that is also resilient and excellent for pollinators. Utilise a native perennial 
flowering (in particular ox-eye daisy and black knapweed) and grass mix for road verges, which can function as 
attractive invertebrate corridors.    
8.Incorporate (second story/first floor height minimum) wildlife boxes into/onto all new buildings, these may be 

swift boxes (popular with many bird species), and house martin, as well as bat boxes (at least one bird and one bat 
box in each new home). Include eaves in new dwellings design, providing well-sheltered nesting opportunities for 
wildlife. A suitably qualified and experienced ecologist will need to advise on specifics for location: height level, 
which angle they are facing, clear access, shading/protection from sun, and ensure not sensitive ground beneath 
boxes (to avoid any issues from droppings). Promote this via new homeowner packs and inform of the benefits to 
wildlife as an excellent selling point and excellent wildlife championing.  
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9.Include bird and bat nesting boxes and hibernacula within green infrastructure in new developments, particularly 

less disturbed natural/ semi-natural green space; guidance will be needed from a suitably qualified and experienced 
ecologist on appropriate siting.    

10.Provide interpretation of important and interesting wildlife species of natural/semi-natural greenspace, 

potentially to link with the nature trails suggested above for children & toddlers, and include community wildlife 
engagement events as part of ongoing maintenance management plan requirements.  
 

        
Figure 21 – eaves shading swift boxes                 

 

 
Figure 22  - bee-friendly perennial planting and bug-hotels  
(Friends of the Earth, no date)(Swift Conservation, no date)                                                                                                                           
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Section 10 - High-Quality Ongoing Management of Green Infrastructure  
The ongoing management of open space within new developments is a vitally important part of ensuring the wide 
benefits relating to green infrastructure continue into the long-term. There are various ways in which the local 
authority can facilitate this, and it is important to understand the ways in which this can be achieved.  
 
There are various options available to developers in terms of securing ongoing management and certain options are 
likely to offer greater social and environmental benefits. This will now be expected as standard, and information and 
evidence of this approach will be required for planning application validation. The approach that will be 
predominantly supported will be for not-for-profit means of care for the ongoing maintenance of the green 
infrastructure, where community engagement will be encouraged but with professional management.  
 
To ensure any organisations looking after local green infrastructure are appropriate, a series of questions will need 
to be posed and answered with evidence provided, including these key elements:  

- Evidence of core principles of community and environmental delivery, above profit.  
- Case studies evidencing ability to deliver expected standards 
- How community and wildlife outputs are evaluated; and  
- Evidence of how fair resident fees would be calculated and retained 

 
The Connecting to Nature Strategy sets out the most logical needs to help achieve high-quality green infrastructure 
maintenance and provides clear guidance to support this (see web documents list).   
 
Suitable Alternative Natural Green Spaces (SANGS), required to protect the internationally important nature sites 
across the South-East Devon Partnership area will also need to be managed in perpetuity (see web documents list).  
SANGS and Habitat Mitigation will generally be required through the Local Plan policy and the joint South-East 
Devon Habitat Regulations Strategy. SANGS will need upfront investment that secures their long-term maintenance 
to a high-quality standard. The district authority has led on securing delivery of Dawlish Countryside Park and 
Ridgetop Park in Matford but will expect developers to take more of an active role in future SANGS delivery, albeit 
with notable oversight from the district authority so that the level of quality is ensured and the learning that has 
been gained is shared and implemented.  
 

 
Figure 23 - community engagement and wellbeing via a ‘green gym’ community project (Penge Green Gym, no date 
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Section 11 - Green Roofs & Living Walls (links to SuDS delivery section) 
This section is very much interlinked with Sustainable Urban Drainage delivery (see Section 9f above). In the UK, 
recent development has not maximized the potential benefits of the use of green roofs and green walls. The benefits 
of green roofs are wide ranging and they have been repeatedly incorporated in city developments and 
redevelopments - notable examples include Chicago, New York City, Los Angles, Toronto, Singapore, Fukuoka,  
London and Sheffield. The wide ranging environmental, economic and social benefits are clearly documented: 
 

• Enhanced air quality through uptake of particulates that contribute to numerous illnesses including asthma. 
 

• Reduction and slowing of storm water run-off, an important sustainable urban drainage system feature. 
 

• Provision of a food source for pollinating insects and other invertebrates that provide food for many wildlife 
species, including some birds that may feed or even nest on green roofs or in green walls. 

 

• Delivery of visual appeal from greenery and flowering plant species in urban environments, which can 
support mental health and stress relief. 

 

• Provision of amenity space for quiet enjoyment and potentially for urban horticulture / forest garden 
activity (accessible green roofs only). 

 

• Balance of temperature through heat reflection in summer and insulation/reduced heat loss via roof in 
winter period. This provides an economic saving due to lower heating and air-conditioning bills. This can 
also support reduction of the ‘heat island effect’, which means the higher temperatures within urban 
‘islands’ compared to the surrounding area. 

 

• Improved life-span of roof if properly maintained, due to low UV damage. Water filtration, drainage, 
substrate, weed management systems and building weight-load requirements must all be considered and 
implemented effectively. 

 
Alongside the potential for some inclusion of green roofs and green walls via new housing development, such as on 
garage roofs, bus shelters and suchlike, there are also opportunities for delivery via public/community buildings, or 
large businesses that may increase their Eco-credentials and customer base through use of this sustainable and eye-
catching practice, and may support BREEAM targets and biodiversity hubs/stepping-stones.  
 

      
Figure 24 – Demonstration green roof on bus shelter in the urban          Figure 25 -  Green roof with sea thrift (Housing Planning Help, 2014) 
centre of Manchester (Author, 2018)  
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Section 12 - Tree Planting & Urban Trees  
Urban and sub-urban tree planting is important because of the significant benefits that healthy trees can generate. 
However, there is often an under-representation of trees within urban and sub-urban areas, which is where the 
majority of people live and work. Detailed mapping of the existing tree and woodland coverage within our 
settlements, and overall district area, was attained via Blue Sky (see web documents list) to provide an up-to-date 
baseline and this has helped to inform appropriate targets for the tree canopy coverage going forward.  
 
The percentage of canopy cover within district (Teignbridge Council authority area) as of 2020 was 23% (rounded 
up), which is fairly high compared to the national average (13% canopy coverage). Our Tree Strategy sets a target to 
reach at least 25% canopy cover across the district (see web documents list). The tree/woodland health and quality 
of maintenance of canopy and individual trees is vitally important, not only quantity. It is important that existing and 
any new coverage is well-maintained and well-connected. Canopy coverage is significantly lower within urban and 
sub-urban areas, and so there is an associated target to increase the canopy cover within settlements by at least 5% 
by 2040, which would support much greener and healthier environments for local communities.  
 
The benefits healthy trees provide include air pollutant/particulate capture, carbon storage, rainwater capture that 
can slow/reduce storm-water run-off intensity (see Section 5 above), wildlife opportunities for nesting, sheltering 
and feeding (including for pollinators),  wildlife corridors for species mobility, urban forest gardens – harvesting of 
fruits and nuts, visual amenity/stress relief, provision of shade, reduction of the ‘urban heat island effect’, heritage 
and community engagement/learning benefits.  Tree planting needs to be from high-quality stock. Tree pit design 
needs to be appropriate to its species and location and avoid underground services impacts and ongoing 
performance issues. How street trees will be maintained is a particularly important question to address at a 
sufficiently early stage (ie – prior to any planning determination). Tree planting locations must be properly 
considered to avoid unintended damage or issues in relation to species-rich grassland, below ground archaeology, 
landscape/ important views and suchlike (see the Right Tree in the Right Place in web documents list).  
 
New tree and woodland planting can also be facilitated via relevant external funding opportunities for tree and 
woodland planting schemes. Projects such as rewilding and improving wildlife habitat connectivity are popular. 
These projects could potentially involve local authorities, charitable organisations, and communities. Securing 
suitable ongoing maintenance arrangements (stewardship) would be of key importance.  
 
Tree recording and mapping of prominent, veteran and ancient trees and woodland is important, particularly within 
urban and semi-urban areas where these are less frequently encountered. High-quality green infrastructure design 
within new development should allow for individual trees of significant age to establish as a focal point, similar to 
the Chudleigh twin oaks pictured below, and should plan for future spaces such as these to form.   
 

 
Figure 26 – the attractive feature of Chudleigh Twin Oaks, which was retained within a new development and now forms an 
important community space that also has significant ecological benefits (Author, 2018).  
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Section 13 – Connecting (Communities) to Nature 

 
It is essential that local communities feel connected to the natural world in order to ensure understanding of its 
importance for human life and wellbeing, and to encourage its guardianship and protection by generations into the 
future. The importance of access to high-quality green infrastructure locally has been felt even more than usual 
during the lockdowns relating to Covid-19, and is sustained following this. This has shown the high value on provision 
and/or retention of local access to nature-friendly spaces that can easily be accessed from where people live. This is 
reflected by the Natural England Framework that evidences, in particular, the importance of larger accessible green 
spaces close to communities and where there is deprivation (see web documents list).  
 
The Newton Abbot & Kingsteignton Garden Communities status awarded in 2019 has supported significant 
stakeholder communications to shape a shared local vision. Connecting to Nature is one of these key projects.  
 
Connecting to Nature involved notable stakeholder and public consultation to understand and map the green spaces 
that are of importance to local communities to get outdoors and connect with the natural world, and where there is 
a demand for enhancement or new/expanded provision. The smaller green ‘mini-hubs’ could provide opportunities 
for local groups to sustain and enhance provision that is more ‘on the doorstep’. The quality of design of smaller, 
local ‘mini-hubs’ is of particular importance to ensure community benefits. Small features that are well-placed and 
well-designed can have a large impact. The Connecting to Nature report details all of the site visit reports (for mostly 
smaller sites as well as some moderate and larger sites), with current quality and further opportunities identified 
(see the web documents list).  
 
The Connecting to Nature Strategy was produced following further review of the larger sites (10-hectares plus) for 
biodiversity gain potential, and further review of large flagship sites/opportunity areas (15-hectares plus) to expand 
understanding of potential benefits (such as flood mitigation, quiet recreation and wildlife connectivity) and delivery 
options (see the web documents list). This Strategy supports the retention of existing benefits and uplift to achieve 
wider benefits where possible. Principles for good-quality green-infrastructure delivery needs were also detailed and 
included in the Connecting to Nature Strategy.  
 
The relationship between wildlife protection and quiet recreation is of particular importance, to reduce the risk of 
conflict between objectives and increase the potential for beneficial outputs.   
 
Where opportunity areas overlap with minerals land these will be primarily steered by the Bovey Basin Strategy and 
are managed via Devon County Council’s policies and approvals processes.    
 
The interactive mapping for Connecting to Nature is available on the Newton Abbot & Kingsteignton Garden 
Community website and is also part of the Teignbridge Local Plan interactive mapping (see web documents list).  
 
The long-term future of the larger areas of natural green space opportunities is of particular importance because of 
the extent of community and environmental benefits they can offer. These benefits have been clearly evidenced via 
recent schemes such as Ashill RSPB reserve near Bishopsteignton, Dawlish Countryside Park and Ridgetop Park in 
Matford, where high-quality maintenance has been embedded.  
 

 
Figure 27 – local resident project in Teignmouth with art & planting (TDC, 2021) 
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Dog owner/walker event focused on ecology/wildlife awareness at  
Dawlish Countryside Park  (Devon Loves Dogs, 2022) 
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Active & Connected  
 

Section 14 - Missing Active Travel Links   
The County Council are the local highway authority and as such they primarily lead on transport matters. Teignbridge 
District Council works in close partnership with the County Council on strategic active/sustainable transport projects 
in the district, and supports with staff capacity via strategic planning, local engagement, and preparation of funding 
bids. This has enabled production of the Heart of Teignbridge Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure Strategy 
(LCWIP). This sets out the priorities for facilitating active travel within and access to Newton Abbot and 
Kingsteignton (including the South Devon Cycleway - Newton Abbot to Torbay). This highlights the priorities for 
action to improve quality and connectivity of existing provision and to fill important missing links. The LCWIP is 
focused on facilitating utility and commuter trips predominantly but will also support access onto wider strategic 
multi-user trails (see web documents list for LCWIP).  
 
The Heart of Teignbridge LCWIP follows recent national guidance, Gear Change and LTN1/20, which requires high-
quality design to encourage more, and a wider range of users, to access active and sustainable transport, as priority 
modes. This is expected as part of new development, and is to ensure that designs focus on safety, connectivity, 
appeal, directness, and lack of barriers. Active Travel England has been formed to oversee this implementation (see 
web documents list). The County Council are also working on a County wide LCWIP, and are working with 
stakeholders on an Exeter LCWIP.  
 
Teignbridge benefits from three high-quality strategic multi-user trails (Exe Estuary Trail, Stover Trail and Wray Valley 
Trail). These are particularly well-used and, as well as social and environmental benefits, can bring notable benefits 
in local demand for goods and services (see link below). The County Council has a multi-use trails strategy that 
includes the Teign Estuary Trail (Dawlish to Teignmouth & Teignmouth to Kingsteignton/Newton Abbot) and flags 
Newton Abbot with potential for establishing as a leading example ‘active travel town’ (see web documents list).   
 
The biannual Teignbridge Cycle Forum event, hosted by Teignbridge District Council, provides a means of updating a 
broad range of stakeholders on active and sustainable planning and delivery, and for input and feedback on needs 
and opportunities. Through ongoing discussion with, and input from stakeholders, there have been many needs 
identified that are captured via the Heart of Teignbridge LCWIP. There are a few local active travel needs that are not 
fully covered by the Heart of Teignbridge LCWIP but have been flagged as important in a local sense (note that these 
do not form part of the County Council’s strategies/key projects) as set out below:  

- Active travel linkage between Totnes and Newton Abbot;  
- Active travel linkage between Chudleigh and Stover Trail/Kingsteignton/Haldon;  
- Improved active/sustainable connections along A38 corridor and into Newton Abbot (Dartmoor National 

Park Authority)  
 
In order to achieve sustainable development, which enables the balanced needs of economy, society and the 
environment, high-quality active and sustainable travel access is vital. High-quality proposals will need to be 
submitted as part of major planning applications to meet the planning application validation criteria. This will 
evidence how quality active travel can be achieved, set out its design principles, and will present mapping displaying 
cycling routes, walking routes and shared routes proposed via new development. This will strategically connect with 
existing provision and with upcoming provision in neighbouring development areas/allocations. Shared-use routes 
should be accompanied with evidence of low-risk of conflict (ie – review of expected density of users on-bicycle and 
on-cycles). This should all meet the latest national and local guidance.    

                                                                         
Figure 29 – Good quality links through urban environments are important to support less confident bicycle riders & families (Travel York 2019) 
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Section 15 - Bicycle Parking 
 
Provision of sufficient, safe (for users, and against theft) and conveniently located bicycle parking opportunities is an 
essential part of creating and sustaining a user-friendly and appealing cycling offer. This can also help to limit bicycles 
being parked in non-desirable locations and reduce theft rates. The requirements for cycle parking as part of new 
development are set out in Policy DW3 of the Teignbridge Local Plan 2020 – 2040 (pending adoption as of January 
2023).  
 
The Travel Devon interactive cycle map is reviewed periodically and includes available locations of bicycle parking. 
Relevant active travel and bicycle parking information will be shared by Teignbridge District Council as part of future 
updates made to the interactive map. We will also link to and promote Travel Devon cycle maps.   
 
The potential locations for new cycle parking, and expansion of existing locations, will be a regular item on the 
Teignbridge Cycle Forum agenda, to attain local input and feedback.   
 
Alongside bicycle parking on public land, it is also important, and required by Local Plan policy, that local businesses 
provide sufficient and secure staff bicycle parking facilities for long-stay parking, as well as short-stay visitor cycle 
parking. Teignbridge District Council work closely with Devon County Council’s Travel Devon team who secure 
funding to facilitate these measures with local businesses in core areas (such as Newton Abbot).  
 
In addition, new residential development will be expected to provide safe and user-friendly cycle parking 
opportunities for new residents, as well as a certain amount of short-stay parking for visitors.  
 
 

 
Figure 30 – prominent cycle parking off Beach Road, Dawlish Warren (Teignbridge District Council, 2019) 
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Section 16 - E-Bike Hire Network / Hubs 
 
E-Bikes are bicycles that incorporate an electrically charged battery that assists with the physical input required and 
reduces effort needed, particularly for uphill climbs (that can be quite frequently encountered in Teignbridge and 
across Devon). The speed is currently capped at 15.5mph. E-bike availability opens up the cycling market to a much 
wider range of users. It has been seen to appeal in particular to users who have not been recently active but are 
returning to or embarking upon a more active lifestyle, the older generation (provided weight of e-bike is not an 
issue), those who want a less strenuous active commute that they might not otherwise manage the distance of on a 
regular basis, for short-trips to meetings or site-visits, and to replace car ownership or second car ownership.  
 
Sales of e-bikes are significant and continue to grow, particularly following the increase in active travel demand 
during lockdowns. There should be clear potential for local residents and tourists to tap into the key benefits: 
support of local economies, air and noise pollution reduction, and both mental and physical wellbeing.  
 
The e-bike hire network that has been established in recent years in Exeter and East Devon has been well utilised for 
commuter trips in particular, and also for leisure trips (such as between Exeter and Exmouth). The expanding 
network has been led by the County Council with a community social enterprise responsible for its operation. 
Teignbridge District Council will review potential for the establishment of a high-quality, coherent and affordable e-
bike hire network in Teignbridge, along key active routes for leisure and/or for commuting. Input from the County 
Council will provide the benefit of their learning and experience.  
 
Ideally, proposed locations (or a suite of connected locations) would be trialed ahead of permanent installation or 
delivered in a flexible way. Locations for e-bike hire would need upfront evidence of the likelihood they will  
generate sufficient use (viability), offer very good visibility for promoting their availability, offer suitable energy 
connectivity, and not impact on pedestrian movement (ie – unacceptable narrowing of pavements), ensuring safe 
accessibility. Locations will be on or close to the active routes network, and some key locations would likely be very 
close to other transport options (for multi-modal trips). Design will need to consider potential impacts on heritage 
significance  where affected and avoid creating a sense of ‘clutter’ within the street-scene.   
 
Key destinations along key active routes, such as the Exe Estuary Trail, the Stover and Wray Valley Trails, and any 
prospective future routes that emerge such as Teign Estuary Trail and South Devon Cycleway, could potentially 
support a network of e-bike hire stations, to broaden the active travel offer (subject to evidencing demand). Key 
utility destinations such as larger workplaces, town centres and rail/mobility hubs may also offer suitable locations 
(subject to evidencing demand).  
 
Upfront and ongoing review of needs and demand would be an important part of forming a suitable approach. There 
may be benefits to connecting into the existing e-bike hire network. Alternatively, local hubs could be trialed that are 
not directly connected as a cohesive hire network. It will be important not to disadvantage any prospective providers 
already present along leisure routes or other locations, and to ensure that sufficient benefits can be achieved to 
warrant any proposed provision.  
 
Securing space for, and the provision of, affordable e-car and e-bike hire within major new developments can form a 
valuable part of sustainable transport and travel planning to facilitate upfront options for new residents. Active and 
sustainable travel is expected to be designed as primary modes of choice rather than the more dated approach of 
development focused on the ease of movement of the private car/van. This will need to link into, support and uplift 
the existing transport provision appropriately.  
 
Businesses, and in particular those employing large numbers of staff, are responsible for providing facilities to 
support active travel for their staff, and where appropriate for their customers. This could include the provision of e-
bikes, where there is demand for such. Teignbridge District Council has purchased two foldable e-bikes for staff to 
use for work-related trips, and these are available in a secure, covered bicycle lock-up area. There are also shower 
facilities for staff, and bicycle parking for visitors. Further future provision will include e-charging and could also 
include e-bike hire and e-car hire (if viability is evidenced).  
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Figure 31 -– key active travel routes and key settlements on-route (Teignbridge District Council, 2022)  
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Section 17 – Bicycle Riding & Walking Engagement, Promotion and Education 
 
Generating and sustaining involvement, confidence and enthusiasm about travelling on-bicycle or on-foot and wider 
use of the sustainable travel is of key importance to encourage regular use of our local and wider network of routes, 
and to maximise the benefits this offers.  
 
Local active travel engagement and initiatives are generally led and supported by Travel Devon, local cycling clubs, 
walking clubs, bicycle shops, charities and social enterprises. Initiatives include Mum’s and Tots Rides, women’s 
Breeze rides, other social rides, bicycle repair workshops and Dr Bike (free bicycle check-up). Teignbridge District 
Council will continue to engage with local stakeholders at Teignbridge Cycle Forum events to learn about and 
promote initiatives and social events.  
 
There may also be potential for Teignbridge District Council to facilitate collaborative projects for active travel 
engagement and promotion, subject to funding availability. These may interconnect with neighbouring local 
authority areas, where there is a rationale and demand for such.  
 
Polite and respectful behaviour will be encouraged of all users, bicycle riders, walkers, dog-walkers, and motorists. 
This is likely to be predominantly via suitable signage and interpretation, as well as media messaging.  
 

     
Figure 32 – Mum and tot riders out as a group                                       Figure 33 – older generation, surge of popularity for using e-bikes to                   
(Ride On 2016)                                                                                              continue to be active on bicycles (Bicycle Dutch, 2018) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjPhJf99rzjAhUGzYUKHe8WBZYQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.letsride.co.uk/rides/active-mums-ride&psig=AOvVaw0PcjSMUXcImtPd-g7DzKbN&ust=1563486423481653
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwj91pD2o9HkAhVBhRoKHZMiCFcQjRx6BAgBEAQ&url=https://bicycledutch.wordpress.com/2018/01/02/dutch-cycling-figures/&psig=AOvVaw2bJnJYzTACSo9ZvhqkQwHd&ust=1568583715296053
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Section 18 - Healthy Environment, Healthy Lives – Priority Projects & Actions 
The Green Infrastructure ‘priority actions’ are a summary of the key projects that should be the focus for delivery in 
Teignbridge to support the strategic goals within the Green Infrastructure Strategy. This is also reflected in the 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan, and will be reviewed on a sufficiently regular basis to monitor progress and to update.  
 

List of key projects to achieve the healthy environment and healthy lives objectives of the GI Strategy  

Project 
number 

Project Description Area/s Covered 

Project 1 Facilitate the Connecting to Nature Strategy delivery, some of the key projects 
are listed below. Take into account and support the delivery of the wider 
Nature Recovery Network. There may be opportunities to enhance the 
significance of heritage assets and their settings, alongside the core 
biodiversity and quiet recreation objectives.  
 

Heart of Teignbridge 
(NRN will cover all of 
district as is County 
wide) 

Project 2 Support high-quality delivery of green infrastructure, and maintenance of 
green infrastructure via not-for-profit led approaches.  

District wide  

Project 3 Support delivery of Houghton Ridgetop Park for the benefit of local 
communities and nature.  
 

Northern parts of 
Newton Abbot 

Project 4 Support delivery of the Aller Valley Nature Reserve, for wildlife benefit and 
well-designed access to enable engagement with the natural world without 
degradation of it.  

SE Newton Abbot, 
Kingskerswell, 
northern parts of 
Torquay 

Project 5 Support the production of the Bovey Basin Strategy, led by Devon County 
Council, focusing on restoration of mining areas to effectively restore and 
reconnect wildlife rich-habitats that may offer wider opportunities such as 
community access routes to engage with natural environment. There are 
opportunity areas within the Connecting to Nature Strategy that may be 
supported, if appropriate, via the Bovey Basin Strategy.  
 

Bovey Basin – 
northern parts of 
Newton Abbot, 
Kingsteignton, 
Heathfield, Bovey 
Tracey  

Project 6 Promote and support delivery of improved ecological quality, interpretation 
and engagement potential of the River Lemon as a primary feature of the 
Heart of Teignbridge, with re-naturalisation where feasible and safe.  

Bickington to 
Newton Abbot 

Project 7 Promote and support delivery of upstream measures for the River Teign to 
slow the flow via enhancing natural systems, reducing flooding risk 
downstream.  
 

Northern & North-
eastern Dartmoor  

Project 8 Support Sites of Special Scientific Interest to reach / be sustained in 
favourable condition. Expansion of SSSIs and buffer zones where feasible, 
increasing the capacity and resilience of these nature hubs. 

District wide 

Project 9 Ensure that biodiversity net gain delivery locally achieves true biodiversity 
uplift, taking account of natural connectivity, bigger and better and more 
joined up natural networks, and where appropriate enabling uplift for 
community access for quiet recreation (if/where this can be designed to 
ensure low risk of conflict) and interpretation of heritage significance.  
 

District-wide  

Project 10 Support the appropriately positive maintenance of trees and woodlands, so 
that their benefits are extended and enhanced, and support appropriate new 
tree and woodland planting for connectivity and reinforcement.  
 

District wide 

Project 11 Encourage local communities to create, enhance and care for ‘mini-hubs’ of 
high-quality green infrastructure that are easily accessible and can be enjoyed 
and valued by many local people.   

Newton Abbot 

Project 12 Support delivery of schemes for improved water quality of local blue spaces 
and reduce instances of pollution.  
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Section 19 - Active & Connected – Priority Projects & Actions 
The Green Infrastructure ‘priority actions’ are a summary of the key projects that should be the focus for delivery in 
Teignbridge to support the strategic goals within the Green Infrastructure Strategy. This is also reflected in the 
Infrastructure Delivery Plan, and will be reviewed on a sufficiently regular basis to monitor progress and to update.  
 

List of key projects to support the delivery of active and connected objectives of the GI strategy 

Project 
No. 

Project Description Area/s Covered 

Project 
1 

Support the high-quality delivery and maintenance of walking routes, and 
where appropriate cycling routes via new development. Sensitive routes via 
green space that provide benefits for active recreation, as well as enhancing 
ecology and heritage assets will be particularly valuable.  

District wide  

Project 
2 

Delivery of the Teign Estuary Trail multi-user route between Passage House 
and Teignmouth. This route will be part of the National Cycle Network and 
receives the most prominent support from local stakeholders. It is a priority 
of the district and county authorities.  

Newton Abbot, 
Kingsteignton, 
Bishopsteignton,  
Teignmouth  

Project 
3 

Active travel link between Dawlish and Teignmouth. The National Cycle 
Network (route 2) currently terminates at Dawlish town centre and the 
intention is to extend the route into Teignmouth.  

Teignmouth, Dawlish  

Project 
4 

Newton Abbot / Heart of Teignbridge area – Local Cycling & Walking 
Infrastructure Plan (LCWIP) priorities (some of these projects that have been 
further developed from the LCWIP are individually set-out below) 

Newton Abbot, 
Kingsteignton, 
Kingskerswell  

Project 
5 

High-quality active travel link between Newton Abbot and Torbay (via 
Kingskerswell), South Devon Cycleway with improved links from/to 
Wolborough (ie Decoy/Langdon Bridge) 

Newton Abbot, 
Wolborough, 
Kingskerswell, to 
Torquay   

Project 
6 

Queen Street pedestrian enhancements and National Cycle Network Route 2 
junction safety improvements 

Newton Abbot central 
area  

Project 
7  

Review potential for mobility hubs in main towns with improvements for 
sustainable and active travel and surrounding vicinity.  

Main towns  

Project 
8 

A382 cycling and walking provision (off-road). This is a busy and prominent 
road corridor that is currently particularly dangerous for cycles and for 
pedestrians. Newton Abbot - Forches Cross - Drum Bridges.  

Newton Abbot, Stover, 
Heathfield, Bovey 
Tracey, Liverton  

Project 
9 

Quality cycle and pedestrian improvements for connecting safely into Stover 
Trail off the (Old) Exeter Road (from MT Tums locality).   

Kingsteignton 

Project 
10 

Active travel route to link Ogwell and Wolborough into the town centre via 
National Cycle Network route 2.  

Newton Abbot, Ogwell, 
Wolborough  

Project 
11 

Review the potential for quiet lanes active travel provision between Newton 
Abbot & Totnes, via Ogwell / Abbotskerswell / Denbury. This would need 
notable input from local stakeholders as it is not a DCC priority project.  

Newton Abbot, Ogwell, 
Abbotskerswell, Totnes 
 

Project 
12 

Review the potential for signposting a quiet lanes active travel route 
between Ashburton and Newton Abbot. This would need notable input from 
local stakeholders as it is not a DCC priority project. 

Ashburton, Newton 
Abbot  

Project 
13 

Further review of opportunities for active travel linkage between Chudleigh 
and Stover Trail, and to Clay Pits Way plus improvements between Clay Lane 
and Clay Pits Way. This would need notable input from local stakeholders as 
it is not a DCC priority project.  

Chudleigh, Bovey 
Tracey, Kingsteignton 
 

Project 
14 

Review benefits of, and potential to, signpost an active route on quiet lanes 
between Haldon Forest Park and Chudleigh, to promote more active travel 
to the Park. This would need notable input from local stakeholders as it is 
not a DCC priority project. 

Chudleigh, Haldon 
(possibly Kenn & 
Kennford also)  

Project 
15 

Support establishment of communal, affordable e-bike hire (and e-car hire) 
at suitable, prominent locations.   

Various  

Project 
16 

Continue to hold a Teignbridge Cycle Forum biannually, provide updates and 
receive input and suggestions. Promote to stakeholders, and continue to 
increase connections.   

District wide 
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Teignbridge District Council - Green Infrastructure Strategy 
Section 20 - Background, Policy & Evidence – web documents list 

 
Abbotskerswell Neighbourhood Plan 2016-2033 
Policies are in place to protect valuable local green spaces, and conserve grey long-eared bats, cirl buntings and 
wildlife corridors. Improving safety for cyclists and pedestrians and reducing vehicular speeds where appropriate is 
also prioritised, alongside policy to support delivery of the Teign Estuary Trail.  
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-plans-made-or-adopted/ 
 
 
Air Quality Plan - 2017 
The document sets out the priorities of the UK government and the related funding available to tackle UK roadside 
nitrogen dioxide levels, notably to improve ‘hot-spots’ that are found in congested centres of towns and cities, by 
measures such as funding sustainable travel, reducing emissions from bus fleets, and implementing vehicle charging 
zones. The document references the increasing body of evidence on the link between vehicle emissions and human 
health.  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/air-quality-plan-for-nitrogen-dioxide-no2-in-uk-2017 
 
 
American Society of Architects  
There has been significant delivery of innovative Sustainable Drainage System (SuDS) features in some parts of 
America, including Chicago and New York. There is relevant learning to be taken from this.  
https://www.asla.org/awards/2006/06winners/341.html 
 
 
Bishopsteignton Neighbourhood Plan, 2013 – 2033 
Includes policies on access and infrastructure, conservation and environment, and biodiversity, sustainability and 
climate change.  
BNDP-17-33-MADE-171031.pdf (bishopsteignton-pc.gov.uk) 
 
 
Bluesky, tree coverage mapping  
National Tree Map | Bluesky International Limited (bluesky-world.com) 
 
 
Bovey Tracey Neighbourhoood Plan, 2021 – 2033 
Includes policies on sustainable homes, land and environment, and traffic and transportation.  
Bovey Parish Neighbourhood Plan 2021-2033 (teignbridge.gov.uk) 
 
 
BREEAM; what is BREEAM  
The Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method is a leading sustainability assessment for 
high-quality design of master-planning, infrastructure and buildings. The approach covers new construction, in-use 
and refurbishment. It is used internationally and examples in the UK include a suite of education campus buildings.  
https://www.breeam.com/ 
 
 
Building with Nature  
The Building with Nature standards were compiled by Gloucester Wildlife Trust, the University of Exeter and a range 
of wider stakeholders. They provide a guide for high-quality delivery of GI within new development, with a strong 
focus on nature but also social and wellbeing outcomes. The guidance can be used for free and there is also a 
commercial accreditation scheme for developers and for master-planners. There are a range of case studies on the 
website.  
https://www.buildingwithnature.org.uk/indexw 
 
 

https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-plans-made-or-adopted/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/air-quality-plan-for-nitrogen-dioxide-no2-in-uk-2017
https://www.asla.org/awards/2006/06winners/341.html
https://www.bishopsteignton-pc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/BNDP-17-33-MADE-171031.pdf
https://www.bluesky-world.com/ntm
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/media/ajsbo5fg/bovey-parish-neighbourhood-plan.pdf
https://www.breeam.com/
https://www.buildingwithnature.org.uk/indexw
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Carbon Plan  
The UK coalition government’s Carbon Plan sets out a vision for transition to low carbon. This includes key measures 
of developing more renewable energy sources, greater building efficiency, supporting greener industry, and moving 
away from combustion engine vehicles, along with a commitment to ban all new sales of diesel and petrol vehicles 
by 2040.   
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-carbon-plan-reducing-greenhouse-gas-emissions--2 
 
 
Chudleigh Neighbourhood Plan, 2019 – 2033 
Includes policies on footpaths and cycleways, biodiversity, the South Hams Special Area of Conservation, and 
sustainability.  
Chudleigh-NDP.pdf (chudleigh-tc.gov.uk) 
 
 
CIEEM Guidance on Biodiversity Net Gain  
CIEEM provide good practice guidance to support ecologists, developers and local authorities. This guidance is on 
facilitation and delivery of biodiversity net gain, including good practice principles, a practical guide and case studies 
(including our local examples of Ashill cirl bunting reserve and Higher Exeter Road).   
https://cieem.net/i-am/current-projects/biodiversity-net-gain/ 
 
 
Clean Air Strategy  
The focus is on transition throughout the economy towards low carbon, to address impacts on the nations’ health 
and the environment. There is a growing body of evidence of serious health implications of vehicle combustion 
engine emissions - notably particulate matter 2.5 (PM2.5) – impacting on human health, including chronic illness and 
shortened life span. Air pollution is reported as the largest environmental health problem in the UK, and there is 
reference to the Department for Health and Social Care’s recent report ‘Prevention is Better than Cure’, and the 
need to provide timely and appropriate advice and warnings to vulnerable persons living in high risk air pollution 
locations. This Strategy compliments The 25-Year Plan, Clean Growth Strategy, and Industrial Strategy.  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-air-strategy-2019 
 
 
Clean Growth Strategy  
This promotes innovation to achieve low carbon, notably through transport and business: low carbon energy 
production, more energy efficiency and lower emissions from domestic dwellings, industry and farming. There is an 
emphasis on low carbon market opportunities and innovation is encouraged. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-growth-strategy 
 
 
Climate Change Act  
This UK government commitment is to reduce carbon emissions significantly, so that atmospheric carbon dioxide is 
80% below the agreed baseline by 2050. The agreed baseline is 1990 levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide.  
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/27/introduction 
 
 
Connecting to Nature - Strategy, report and mapping (part of Newton Abbot & Kingsteignton Garden Community) 
Connecting to Nature (arcgis.com) 
 
 
Dartmoor National Park Authority, recreation strategy  
1909-Open-space,-sport-and-recreation-study.pdf (dartmoor.gov.uk)   
 
 
Dartmoor National Park Authority transport strategy  
An overview of transport needs, in particular the A38 corridor.  
DAF-Briefing-Note-Green-Transport-Strategy-.pdf (dartmoor.gov.uk) 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-carbon-plan-reducing-greenhouse-gas-emissions--2
https://www.chudleigh-tc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/59/2020/08/Chudleigh-NDP.pdf
https://cieem.net/i-am/current-projects/biodiversity-net-gain/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-air-strategy-2019
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-growth-strategy
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/27/introduction
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/89de07e1f6ed411a8ebadd15e46c254d
https://www.dartmoor.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0017/87020/1909-Open-space,-sport-and-recreation-study.pdf
https://www.dartmoor.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0021/405714/DAF-Briefing-Note-Green-Transport-Strategy-.pdf
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DEFRA Natural Environment White Paper ‘The Natural Choice: securing the value of nature’  
This Paper sets out the importance of ecosystem services for societal wellbeing and for the economy, and promotes 
the protection and enhancement of ecological networks to secure ecosystem services. Themes include reconnecting 
people to nature, making space for nature and green economy. The Lawton Review fed heavily into this Paper.  
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/228842/8082.
pdf 
 
 
DEFRA; Flood Risk Assessment  
This guidance on flood risk assessment informs readers how to identify when FRA is needed, how to complete it and 
how it is assessed.  
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessment-for-planning-applications 
 
 
Devon County Council, biodiversity net gain guidance  
Devon-BNG-Guidance-at-July-2022.pdf 
 
 
Devon County Council, Bovey basin strategy  
Bovey Basin - Planning (devon.gov.uk)   
 
 
Devon County Council, Devon carbon plan  
Devon Carbon Plan – Devon Climate Emergency 
 
 
Devon County Council, economic benefits of strategic multi-user trails  
This is a review of financial benefits, via good and services, in relation to provision of strategic multi-user trails.  
https://www.northdevonbiosphere.org.uk/uploads/1/5/4/4/15448192/sqw_devon_cycling_and_walking_trails_economic_impa
ct_report.pdf    
Multi-Use Trails - Roads and transport (devon.gov.uk) 

 
 
Devon County Council, Green Infrastructure Strategy 
Introduction - Green Infrastructure (devon.gov.uk) 
 
 
Devon County Council, Historic Environment Record & Devon Environment Viewer 
Historic Environment Record (HER) - Devon County Council 
 
 
Devon County Council, Interactive Cycle Map 
This is a useful resource for viewing cycling routes, walking routes, connectivity, advisory routes, cycle parking etc.  
Cycle maps - Travel Devon 
 
 
Devon County Council, Landscape Character Assessment  
Devon's landscape character assessment (DLCA) - Planning 
 
 
Devon County Council, Sustainable Urban Drainage Guidance 
Sustainable Drainage System - Guidance for Devon - Flood Risk Management 
 
 
 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/228842/8082.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/228842/8082.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessment-for-planning-applications
https://www.devon.gov.uk/environment/wp-content/uploads/sites/112/2022/07/Devon-BNG-Guidance-at-July-2022.pdf
https://www.devon.gov.uk/planning/planning-policies/landscape/devon-character-areas/teignbridge-and-east-devon-area/bovey-basin/
https://devonclimateemergency.org.uk/devon-carbon-plan/
https://www.northdevonbiosphere.org.uk/uploads/1/5/4/4/15448192/sqw_devon_cycling_and_walking_trails_economic_impact_report.pdf
https://www.northdevonbiosphere.org.uk/uploads/1/5/4/4/15448192/sqw_devon_cycling_and_walking_trails_economic_impact_report.pdf
https://www.devon.gov.uk/roadsandtransport/traffic-information/transport-planning/multi-use-trails/
https://www.devon.gov.uk/greeninfrastructure/
https://www.devon.gov.uk/historicenvironment/the-devon-historic-environment-record/
https://www.traveldevon.info/cycle/cycle-routes/cycle-maps/
https://www.devon.gov.uk/planning/planning-policies/landscape/devons-landscape-character-assessment/
https://www.devon.gov.uk/floodriskmanagement/document/sustainable-drainage-system-guidance-for-devon/
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Devon County Council & Teignbridge District Council Heart of Teignbridge Local Cycling & Walking Infrastructure 
Strategy (LCWIP) 
This plan sets out the priorities for supporting increased levels of walking and cycling in Newton Abbot, 
Kingsteington and to Torbay via Kingskerwell.  
Heart of Teignbridge Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan - Have Your Say (devon.gov.uk) 
 
 
Devon County Council Walking & Cycling Strategy  
This document outlines the projects with the greatest strategic priority for delivery, as and when funds are secured, 
to fill in gaps within the network and to encourage more residents to walk and cycle, and to unlock additional social, 
environmental and economic benefits that accompany quality sustainable transport networks.  
https://democracy.middevon.gov.uk/documents/s11335/Cycling%20and%20multi-
use%20trail%20network%20strategy.pdf 
 
 
Devon Cycling & Walking Trails: Economic impact analysis for Devon County Council  
This is a review commissioned by Devon County Council looking at the economic benefits of three key cycle and 
multi-user trails within Devon: Drake’s Trail, Exe Estuary Trail and Tarka Trail. The findings estimate turnover of £9.3 
million during a single year, largely from goods and services demand generated by the cycle and multi-user trails.  
https://www.northdevonbiosphere.org.uk/uploads/1/5/4/4/15448192/sqw_devon_cycling_and_walking_trails_eco
nomic_impact_report.pdf 
 
 
Devon Local Nature Partnership, Right Tree in the Right Place 
Right Place Right Tree - Devon Local Nature Partnership (devonlnp.org.uk) 
 
 
Devon Local Nature Partnership, Devon Nature Recovery Network 
Devon Nature Recovery Network - Devon Local Nature Partnership (devonlnp.org.uk) 
 
 
Exminster Neighbourhood Plan 2013-2033 
The Plan promotes the delivery of quality new sports and leisure facilities within new nearby development in South-
west Exeter. There is policy in place to protect the open countryside setting, and to protect and enhance landscape, 
wildlife and heritage. Provision of sustainable transport links between Exminster village and the large new 
development allocation in South-west Exeter are supported.  
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-plans-made-or-adopted/ 
 
 
Fields in Trust; Guidance Beyond the Six Acre Standard  
This document provides guidance on recommended proximities from residences to different types of greenspace, 
and quality standards for delivery and ongoing management.  
 
 
Gear Change  
Government strategy for encouraging high levels of active travel.  
Gear change: a bold vision for cycling and walking (publishing.service.gov.uk) 
 
 
Healthy High Streets, Institute of Health Equity  
This guide covers good place making in an urban setting and details the proven health and wellbeing benefits of a 
well designed urban centre, which includes provisioning for safe and attractive access for pedestrians and cyclists, 
good air quality, limited motor vehicle access with low speeds and noise, an uncluttered environment with adequate 
seating opportunities, street tree planting and flowers, and captivating public art.  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/healthy-high-streets-good-place-making-in-an-urban-setting 
 
 

https://www.devon.gov.uk/haveyoursay/consultations/heart-of-teignbridge-local-cycling-and-walking-infrastructure-plan/
https://democracy.middevon.gov.uk/documents/s11335/Cycling%20and%20multi-use%20trail%20network%20strategy.pdf
https://democracy.middevon.gov.uk/documents/s11335/Cycling%20and%20multi-use%20trail%20network%20strategy.pdf
https://www.northdevonbiosphere.org.uk/uploads/1/5/4/4/15448192/sqw_devon_cycling_and_walking_trails_economic_impact_report.pdf
https://www.northdevonbiosphere.org.uk/uploads/1/5/4/4/15448192/sqw_devon_cycling_and_walking_trails_economic_impact_report.pdf
https://www.devonlnp.org.uk/knowledge-hub/trees-and-hedges/right-place-right-tree/
https://www.devonlnp.org.uk/our-work/nature-recovery-network/
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-plans-made-or-adopted/
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/904146/gear-change-a-bold-vision-for-cycling-and-walking.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/healthy-high-streets-good-place-making-in-an-urban-setting
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Heart of Teignbridge Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan 2021 - 2041 
This plan covers the delivery needs for ensuring fully joined up active travel provision across Newton Abbot, 
Kingsteignton and via Kingkerswell to Torbay.  
Heart of Teignbridge Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan - Have Your Say (devon.gov.uk)  
 
 
Heritage England, Heritage Assets at Risk  
Search the Heritage at Risk Register | Historic England 
 
 
Ide Neighbourhood Plan 2016-2033  
The Plan supports improved play and sports facilities, increased promotion of walking particularly during school 
drop-off and pick-up, reduced traffic speeds for increased highway safety, retaining valuable green assets including 
the Village Green and Coronation Gardens, increased footpath links, possible allotment expansion and the potential 
for use of Victorian Orchard for community growing, and retention of the rural setting.  
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-plans-made-or-adopted/ 
 
 
Improving access to green spaces (local action on health inequalities)  
This Public Health England and UCL Institute of Health Equity report highlights the body of evidence supporting links 
between a good level of local community health and wellbeing and local access to good quality green spaces. The 
importance of joint-working across departments within local authorities to promote good quality green space access 
for all is highlighted.  
 
 
Incredible Edible 
Local food production opportunities and ideas to engage local communities.  
Incredible Edible – If you eat, you’re in 
 
 
International Panel on Climate Change  
The International Panel on Climate Change provide independent, expert advice to Parties of the United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate Change, and have qualified that there is now categorical data and evidence that 
supports beyond reasonable doubt the correlation between the modern human impacts on the environment and 
rising global temperatures. The modern geological era is referred to as the ‘anthoropocene’, meaning dominated by 
the effects of human activities. The special report from the IPCC was prepared to advise on efforts required to meet 
the Paris Agreement (2015) commitments. It states that if significant measures are not taken now to limit global 
climate change to below 2 degrees Celsius then resilience and stability are at serious risk, and populations are likely 
to be exposed to more extreme weather conditions, food production and access to fresh water may become an issue 
for many more people than at present, and many species may become extinct. One example of many is corals in 
reefs - “the rainforests of the ocean” – which are already becoming bleached and dying-off due to rising sea 
temperatures, meaning the loss of a rich ecosystem that provides economic services through tourism and fisheries. 
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/ 
 
 
Kenton Neighbourhood Plan, 2018 – 2033 
Policies include public rights of way, conservation and local green spaces.  
Kenton NP Adopted-Made - March 2020.pdf (kentondevon.org.uk) 
 
 
LTN 1/20 Cycle Infrastructure Design 
Guidance for high-quality cycling and active travel route design, which focuses predominantly on urban areas.  
Cycle infrastructure design (LTN 1/20) - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 
 
 
 
 

https://www.devon.gov.uk/haveyoursay/consultations/heart-of-teignbridge-local-cycling-and-walking-infrastructure-plan/
https://historicengland.org.uk/advice/heritage-at-risk/search-register/
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-plans-made-or-adopted/
https://www.incredibleedible.org.uk/
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
http://www.kentondevon.org.uk/_UserFiles/Files/Kenton%20NP%20Adopted-Made%20-%20March%202020.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/cycle-infrastructure-design-ltn-120
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Manual for Streets, Department for Transport  
This document provides guidance and principles for provision of well-connected, safe and attractive movement 
routes, including for cyclists and pedestrians.  
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/341513/pdfma
nforstreets.pdf 
 
 
Millennium Ecosystem Assessment  
This review assessed the likely consequences of ecosystem change on human life. This is a thorough assessment of 
ecosystem states, trends and services.  
https://www.millenniumassessment.org/en/Responses.html 
 
 
National Planning Policy Framework  
The NPPF recognises the need for sustainable development by means of the three equally weighted pillars of 
sustainable development: economy, social and environment. It places a focus on new development providing for 
sustainable movement as a key objective, with an emphasis on walking and cycling modes, as well as appropriate 
provision for electric/low emission vehicles and renewable energy. Relevant policies include 84, 91, 98, 102- 111, 
112c, 127e, 148, and 151-153. 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2 
 
 
Natural England SSSI monitoring 
Site Search (naturalengland.org.uk)   
 
Newton Abbot & Kingsteignton Garden Community  
This website covers the objectives and various projects under the Garden Community.  
Newton Abbot & Kingsteignton Garden Community (arcgis.com) 
 
 
Newton Abbot Neighbourhood Plan – 2016 -2033 
This Plan includes a range of green infrastructure priorities, to reduce congestion and eliminate the air quality 
management area by supporting local energy production, promoting sustainable travel including e-vehicle charging, 
a quality cycle network and cycle hub and quality footpath network, and retention and enhancement of green space 
in new development, and greening urban areas including tree planting.   
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-plans-made-or-adopted/ 
 
 
Natural England; Green Infrastructure Framework  
This document provides mapping and information on good-quality delivery of green infrastructure with a focus on 
deprivation areas.  
Natural England framework document - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 
 
 
Natural England; Green Infrastructure Guidance  
This document provides a guide on good-quality delivery of green infrastructure, with a focus on good planning for 
green infrastructure, related benefits, and a range of case studies.  
http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/35033 
 
 
Natural England; Accessible Natural Green Space Standard Guidance  
Natural England’s guidance on how to achieve good accessibility for all to natural green space, in urban and rural 
settings.  
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140605145320/http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication
/40004?category=47004 
 
 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/341513/pdfmanforstreets.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/341513/pdfmanforstreets.pdf
https://www.millenniumassessment.org/en/Responses.html
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2
https://designatedsites.naturalengland.org.uk/SiteSearch.aspx
https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/93b1ec2af4ab430aaf9fc4217ab48430
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-plans-made-or-adopted/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/natural-england-framework-document
http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/35033
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140605145320/http:/publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/40004?category=47004
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140605145320/http:/publications.naturalengland.org.uk/publication/40004?category=47004
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National Planning Policy Framework  
National Planning Policy Framework - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 
 
 
Office for National Statistics; estimating the impact urban green space has on property price   
This study finds an increase in property price of urban homes close to (within 200m) of blue space or/and green 
space offering recreational and visual amenity benefits, and a decrease in property value of urban homes close to 
(within 200m) green space not offering recreational or visual amenity benefits.  
 
 
Ogwell Neighbourhood Plan  
The Plan supports improved provision and links for walking and cycling, safer streets with slower traffic movement, 
community green spaces such as allotments and orchards, greater accessibility to green spaces including for 
community activities and events, quality play provision and spaces for young people, and protection and 
enhancement of the environment (the environment was given as the top reason for moving to Ogwell in the Plan 
surveys).  
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-plans-made-or-adopted/ 
 
 
Paris Agreement  
This is a multinational agreement to set in place major changes in transport, industry, and development in order to 
significantly reduce global carbon emissions with the aim of limiting the rate of climate change this century to 1.5 
degrees Celsius/well below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels. National ambitions will be set out in 
Climate Action Plans, and will be reviewed at least every five years.  
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement 
Public Health England, Spatial Planning for Health 
Spatial planning for health: evidence review - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 
 
 
Road to Zero Strategy  
This central government document is designed to support appropriate provision of an electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure network to allow for smooth transition to electric vehicles, through funding incentives and advice on 
design of provision, in order to allow the greatest benefits from improved air quality and reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions.  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reducing-emissions-from-road-transport-road-to-zero-strategy 
 
 
South-east Devon Habitat Regulations Partnership (SEDHRP) website 
South East Devon Habitat Regulations Partnership | South East Devon Wildlife 
 
 
Stormwater overflow plan, government  
Storm overflows discharge reduction plan - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk) 
 
 
Susdrain, guidance on good-quality, well-connected Sustainable Drainage Systems  
Delivering SuDS (susdrain.org) 
 
 
Sustrans Design Manual, Chapter 10: Cycling in New Developments  
Design guidance and examples of good practice for facilitating attractive cycling options for a wide range of potential 
users within new development and connecting into the existing network.  
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-planning-policy-framework--2
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-plans-made-or-adopted/
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/the-paris-agreement
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/spatial-planning-for-health-evidence-review
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/reducing-emissions-from-road-transport-road-to-zero-strategy
https://www.southeastdevonwildlife.org.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/storm-overflows-discharge-reduction-plan
https://www.susdrain.org/delivering-suds/
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The 25 Year Plan  
This highlights the importance of ecosystem services and the protection of our natural environment, to ensure 
continued access to essential needs for life such as clean air, clean water, food plant pollination, and provision for 
healthy, active recreation. The need for efficient and sustainable use of resources is set out as a key requirement, 
and the need for recognition of the environmental and social costs within the production and sales of many 
products.  
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-air-strategy-2019 
 
 
The Lawton Review ‘Making Space for Nature’  
Professor Lawton identified the strong need for protection and improvement of ecological networks to prevent 
continued decline in environmental quality and resilience. The recommendations are for bigger, better, and more 
joined up networks.  
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130402170324/http://archive.defra.gov.uk/environment/biodiversity
/documents/201009space-for-nature.pdf 
 
 
Teignbridge District Council, climate change emergency 2019 
Climate Change Emergency - Teignbridge District Council 
 
 
Teignbridge District Council Local Plan  
The Local Plan is reviewed every 5-years and the latest review is for 2020-2040 
Live consultation: Teignbridge Local Plan - What we have previously consulted on - Teignbridge District Council 
 
 
 
Teignbridge District Council, Neighbourhood Plans ‘Made’ or ‘Adopted’ 
As of January 2023 the made or adopted neighbourhood plans are: Abbotskerswell, Bishopsteignton, Bovey Tracey, 
Chudleigh, Exminster, Ide, Kenton, Newton Abbot and Ogwell. Summaries of each of these Plans will be included in 
this web documents list.  
Neighbourhood Plans 'Made' or 'Adopted' - Teignbridge District Council 
 
 
Teignbridge District Council, tree strategy 
Tree Strategy 2021 – 2026 - Teignbridge District Council 
 
 
Teignbridge Infrastructure Delivery Plan – 2013 – 2033 
 This is the delivery plan and schedule linked to the Teignbridge Local Plan, setting out the priority projects, 
anticipated costs and potential funding sources. It is revised regularly alongside the Local Plan.  
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/local-plans-and-policy/evidence-facts-and-monitoring/transport-and-
infrastructure/ 
 
 
The State of Nature  
This report was compiled as a joint effort by a suite of wildlife organisations and experts in the UK, with the aim of 
reviewing the condition of nature in the UK, including the extent of decline or incline of key habitats and species. The 
findings were that 60% of species had declined during the preceding 50 years, 37% of these had declined strongly. 
One in ten of the 6,000 species surveyed for extinction risk were found to be at risk of UK extinction.  
https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/sites/default/files/2018-11/State%20of%20Nature%20-%20main%20report.pdf 
 
 
Water Framework Directive 
Water Framework Directive assessment: estuarine and coastal waters - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)   
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/clean-air-strategy-2019
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130402170324/http:/archive.defra.gov.uk/environment/biodiversity/documents/201009space-for-nature.pdf
https://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20130402170324/http:/archive.defra.gov.uk/environment/biodiversity/documents/201009space-for-nature.pdf
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/environmental-health-and-wellbeing/climate-change/climate-change-emergency/
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/local-plans-and-policy/live-consultation-teignbridge-local-plan/what-we-have-previously-consulted-on/
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/neighbourhood-planning/neighbourhood-plans-made-or-adopted/
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/sports-and-leisure/parks-and-open-areas/tree-strategy/tree-strategy-2021-2026/
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/local-plans-and-policy/evidence-facts-and-monitoring/transport-and-infrastructure/
https://www.teignbridge.gov.uk/planning/local-plans-and-policy/evidence-facts-and-monitoring/transport-and-infrastructure/
https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/sites/default/files/2018-11/State%20of%20Nature%20-%20main%20report.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/water-framework-directive-assessment-estuarine-and-coastal-waters
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Westcounty Rivers Trust  
An organization that promotes good quality of watercourses and offers their services for advice and research on this 
matter.  
https://wrt.org.uk/#  
 
 
Woodland Trust; Trees or Turf  
The full ‘Trees or Turf’ report, demonstrates the cost-effectiveness of woodland maintenance compared to grass in 
urban areas.  
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/publications/2011/05/trees-or-turf/  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://wrt.org.uk/
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/publications/2011/05/trees-or-turf/

